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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

• WWW.DENNEWS.COM

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
CAMPUS I ELECTIONS

cheatsheet
ONLINE

Podcast features chairman
of county political party
Bob Webb, chairman of the
Coles County Democrats, dicusses
the upcoming elections In this DEN
Online exclusive.
H

Dennews.com

Student rules election night
Undergrad is finishing
two-year term as 16th
precinct committeeman
BJ c.thJ Bayer
Senior Campus Reporter

CAMPUS

Student Government passes
smoking resolution
n Enforce the current smoking
rules on campus? Extend a
smoking ban to the entirety of
Eastern facilities?
Eastern's Student Senate
weighed in Wednesday with their
opinions.
Get the full story inside.
Page 3

SPORTS

Men's soccer matches
women's playoff feat
H A day after Eastern's women's
soccer team advanced to the
second round of their conference
championships, the men's team did
the same.
Spurred by two goals from
forward Brad Peters, the team
shocked higher-seeded Missouri
State in Peoria to move on. Get the
details in sports.

Page 1Z

SPORTS

Men's basketball gets ready
foll' opening exhibition
» Coach Mike Milller looks to
get his team ready for the second
season under his administration
with a home game against Division
Ill Eureka College.
I'm just real excited about
playing," said freshman guard
Romain Martin. "I've been waiting
for this ever since I signed. A
cowple guys, the juniors, were
telling me the game was faster so
I got to get used to playing at a
faster pace."
Page 1Z

For Eastern srudem Chris
Sodergren-Baar, election nighc
has always been a big deal. The
second Tuesday of Novcmbcli is
like a holiday a"C the Sodergren-Baar
house.
The family orders dinner and
gathers around the television co
watch election results.
The 1992 election is one of
Sodergren-Baa.r's favorite childhood

memories.

He

remembe rs
h
e
Democratic
Narional
Convention,
seeing
political
magazines
and reading
stories featuring Bill Clinton.
Although be was young, the 8year-old saw Clinton as a positive
change for America.
Sodergren-Saar's mother, Sandra,
was active in politics when she was
growing up.
She campaigned for Jimmy
Career when she was in college and
was always active in the Democratic
Party, Sodergren-Baar said.
"She caught me how co care
abouc polirics and learn politics,"
he said.
Sodergren-Baar, from Dixon,
became personally involved with
policies in the 2000 election even
thought he was only 16 and couldn't
vote.
And now the senior political
science major is waist-high in the
general election.

JAYGRABIEC I THE DAILYEASTERN NEWS
Chris Sodergren-Baar discusses voting and politics for this upcoming election during a tour with members of
the honors fraternity Phi Beta Sigma at Booth Library on Wednesday evening.

Sodergren-Baar is the precinct
committeeman for
the
l 61h
precinct.
He's che head representative for
the Democratic Pany ofhis precinct.

His main job is to inform people
about the democratic candidates.
Sodergren-Baar ran for office in
March during the primary election.
He was elected for a cwo-year

CITY I CHARLESTON

GET READY
TO VOTE
Days left until the Nov. 7
elections:

H SEE STUDENT, PAGt 9

AWMNI I DEATH NOTICE

Cops aid target sighting
Charleston Police Department

ELECTIONS

term, bur he'll graduate and move
on from Eastern before his term is
up.

will open its firing range for local
hunters to target practice

u

Athlete
remembered
on and off
the court

By Sean Hopkins
By Stephen Di Benedetto

Staff Reporter

5
H When you vote, bring
your drivers license or voter

registration card.
n For more information,
www.co.coles.il.us/coderkl

Staff Reporter

Area humers looking ro sharpen their shooting can
gee help from the Charleston Police Department.
1n preparation for the upcoming firearm deerhunting season, the Charleston Police will open its
firing range for hunters co shoot rounds lined up on a
cargec. Similar co target practice, the process known as
"sighting in" will give hunters a chance to perfect their
firearm's abilicy co shoot an intended cargec.
"Becween hunting seasons, rhe gun's targec sight
becomes a little off balance due co non-use," said Mark
Jenkins, Charleston Police deputy chief. "There is a lack
ofshooting facilities in the area so we allow the buncers
co use our range."
Hunters can bring either shotguns or black powder

rifles for use on the range and muse supply their own
hearing and eye protection. A valid fu:earm owners'
identification card is required. Hunters must also have
their ficearms cased and unloaded when arriving at the
range. Currently bird, Hail and pheasant hunting are
in-season as well as the use of bows for deer hunting.
Firearm hunring season for deer lases only three days in
November, according to Don Srevens, co-owner of an
outdoor hunting facility.
H

SEE TARGET, PAGE 2

Many srudents might nor know
the name James Johnson, but
from 1949 to 1952 James Johnson
dominated the athletic scene at
Eastern.
"He
was
a
tremendous
athlete and very, very smart,"
said Roger Demo, a ceammate
of Johnson. "He was that one
person that you wanted ro know.

»

SEE ALUM, PAGE: 2
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CAllllE HOWS I TIE DAILY EASTElll IEIS
Carol Stevens, English professor, gives a speech to a group of 10 people in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Union Wednesday night about Mary Jemison, a woman captured by the Seneca tribe. Here she
shows a picture of the current land around the Genesee River near Pennsylvania and New York.
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"Sighting in is another good
access point huncers can choose
co take advantage of," Scevens
said. "Mose huncers wane co make
swe chey are well prepared for che

..

season.
This is only che second year che
Charleston Police Department has
offered chis inc.cncive to hunters.
Because of an overwhelming
response from last year, che
department is considering offering,
it more frequently.
"We're chinking of allowing
individuals wich handguns to

also use che firing range for rwo
weekend days sometime in che
spring." Jenkins said.
The firing range is located at
1705 W. Madison Ave. directly
across from che waste ueatment
water plane and is free.
The range will be open chis
Saturday and Sunday from 8 a.m.
co4 p.m.

n Alum
FROM PAGE 1

He was friendly. and be loved co have a good time.
He was a tremendous individual," Demo said.
Johnson passed away during che weekend at the age
of80.
Demo and Johnson played basketball and track
toge cher.
They boch contributed co Eastern's undefeaced
regular season in 1951, and became good friends
because of chere involvement wich sports.
"He was one of the best," Denro said. "He was a
true leader and a greac gentleman. It was a great honor
for me to be his friend."
While anending Eastern, Johnson lenered in cross
country, crack and basketball. He was rwice named AllConfcrence First Team and accumulated 981 career
points, which ranks among Eastern's all-time cop 20
scorers.
He also worked at Eastern as assistant dean of
student personnel for 21 years before be retired in
1991.
"He·was 2 WOirdcrful person," said Vicki Hampton,

a business professor. "You could talk to him. He knew
the campus and knew che srudencs by name. He was
just wonderful to work wich."
Hampton knew Johnson while working at che
information technology area at the computer center.
Along wich being in che all-time top 20 scorers,
Johnson also held Eastem's school record for the 220
yard dash from 1951 co 1968. His record time was also
clocked at 21.6 seconds.
"Jim was liked everywhere on campus," said Tom
Katsimpalis, another teammate of Johnson. "He bad a
tenacious work ethic. On che basketball court, he was
a real hustler."
,
Johnson was born in Brazil, Ind. and married Lelia
Ross in 1948. They would go onto raise rwo sons and
a daughter.
"You don't meet people like Jim chat often,"
Kacsimpalis said.
1
•
·

t
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CAMPUS I STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Resolution against smoking ban passes
Member want more
enforcement of current
smoking policies
IJ Matt Hopf
Student <iovernment Reporter

Tod11 lut dlJ to YOte earlJ
,, Today is the last day for early voting
in Coles Coun~ Residents can cast their
vote in the Coles County clerk's office
located on 651 Jackson Ave. in Room.
122. There is also a site in Mattoon at
the city clerk's office located at 208 N.
19th St.
Today is also the last day to request
a ballot be mailed out. Residents can
mail their application to the Coles
County clerk's office. The office hours
are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Enforcing che currenc smoking
policy is che general consensus of
Studenc Senate.
At Wednesday night's meeting a
resolution not supporting a campuswide smoking ban was passed 17-2-

8.
The resolution also reiterates chat
the administration needs to protect
students' rights and enforce current
regulations.
The currenc campus smoking
policy only allows smoking in
designated areas across campus that
can be located on che Eastern Web
sire.
Most Student Senate members
shunned che idea of a smoke free
campus.
"This is someching they
don't want," said Studenc Senate
member Jeff Lange. "Send che right
message."
Students questioned on a
campus-wide smoking ban did nor
support a cam pus-wide smoking ban
by a 3 to 1 majority, said Student
Senare member Tori Frazier.
The students would rather see
stricter enforcemenc of the smoking
policy.
There was also a minority that
did nor support the resolution at
all.
"I feel char banning smoking
increase's people's health," said
Studenc Senate member Kacie
O'Grady.
People may be against the ban,
but many are for it, she said.
There are no ways the currenc
smoking policy is going to be
enforced, said Studenc Senate
member Carolyn Beck. Even wich
che designated smoking areas,
students still walk through smoke.
"My right co breathe clean air is
more important chan your right to

.(ompied by Chris Essig. Serior City Reporter

EllC -.TB I TIE IUlJ EAS1BI !EIS
Student senator Jeff Lange speaks in favor of Senate Resolution 06-07-06 during the Student Senate
meeting in the Tuscola-Arcola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Wednesday evening. The
resolution; which passed 17-2-8, stated Student Senate does not support the idea of a smoke-free campus.
for their own actions as well as
DAN NADLER I VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
holding others accountable."
In other business, a resolution
was tabled recommending chat chc
"Part of what I think the students
yearbook, The Warbler, should use
the Panther Card pictures so all
said tonight is that the current policy
students can be in it.
is not working, and there needs to be
Student Body Presidcnc Sean
Anderson
said a majority ofstudencs
enforcement."
are not in che Warbler and if chcy
were, more students would wane a
copy.
Also, a proposed bylaw change
have a cigaretce," she said.
discuss how the policy is and where allowing purchases of more than
There is no current plan to chc it should go in the future, I think $50 for office supplies, executive
smoking issue, bur there will be chat's a really good ching," Ohms tuition waivers and phone bills was
more co che process.
said.
tabled.
The resignation of Student
"One of the big next seeps in
The currenc smoking policy will
this process is going co be ro talk be looked at by rhe administration, Senate member Mark Bares was also
to chc adminiscrarion and sec whar according co Dan Nadler, vice presenccd, which he cited a lack of
cheir choughts arc about chc policy," prcsidenc for student affairs.
time and interest co "pursue ocher
"Part of what I chink chc srudcnts avenues."
said Student Senate Speaker Kenc
said tonight is char the current policy
Ohms.
In recognition of Bares, chc
"Right now, their current is not working, and there needs to Student Senate vorcd against
posirion is chc current policy, and be enforccmcnc" Nadler said. " ... adjournment, a common joke Bates
if there is a forum chat would Overall, it's everyone's responsibility would cry co pull.

Career bpo tHes place FridaJ.
n The MultiCultural Career Expo will
take place from 1 to 3:30 p.m., Friday
in the University Ballroom in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
All students are welcome to attened.
Business who will be recruiting for jobs
and internships include /ilC Consumer
Finance, the CIA, CitiRnancial, the
Decatur Police Department, Denny's,
Enterprise Rent-A-Car, the Illinois
State Board of Education, the Internal
Revenue Service and Wells Fargo
Financial
For more information contact Linda
Moore at 581-7034.

TODAY
'Portrait of a Soldier' memorial
Ti.. I 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
loutJon I University Ballroom, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Admission I Free
Resume Blitz
Ti. . I 3-6 p.m.
Location I 1301 Human Services
Center
i.to I 581-2412

"°"
CAMPUS I UNIVERSITY BOARD

'Nobody Knows," an Asian Film Series
movie

First female performs for last Coffee HoUse event
G•itar ad plays in the
se•ester' s series finale

MEUSSA SCHAEFER I UB VICE CHAIR

"It's not always names
they are going to
recognize. Anytime there's
something on campus,
it's hard to get student
involvement."

Srolic, an acoustic guitarist, is University
Board's first female ace in its Coffee House
series.
UB started chc Coffee House series this
semester and' with three of four performances
under its belt, che series will be brought back
next year.
"It's going prctcy well (bur} attendance is nor
were we wanted it co be," said Pat Lamorte, UB today and it will be UB's first rime having an
mainstagc coordinator.
·
open mic night before chc show.
Lamorte said because $colic is chc first female
Stolie will take chc stage at 8 p.m. in 7ch
act chat she might attract more of a female crowd
Street Underground and open mic will start at
that chey have not seen at chc past aces. At chc 7 p.m. Admission is free and free coffee, flavored
past acts, about 35 to 40 people attended.
syrups, cookies, brownies and rice krispics will
"I chink it has been average," said UB vice be provided.
chair Melissa Schaefer about chc attendance. "Ir
Lamorte said chat adding an open mic night
can always be better."
to the Coffee House series is like having "the
To
increase
attendance,
UB
is best of boch worlds." Attendees will be able
going to try adding a miniature open to sec student performances and chcn enjoy a
mic night co the Coffee House series. performance by a professional, he said.
5-Dlitlllilrmix·in·humor .widi ~r.pciformance.- ... -..lhc: wr four .or .five people to sign up for

open mic tonight will perform and chc winner
will be announced after Srolie's performance.
Both Schaefer rand Lamorte said chat Coffee
House performances, like chat of Srolie's, arc a
good option for students.
"(le is) nothing to heavy. nothing co soft,"
Lamorte said.
Despite being a good option for students,
Schaefer said chat one of chc reason Coffee House
attendance bas not been what UB expected is
because chc aces are nor well-known names.
"Ir's nor always names chey are going
co recognize," she said. "Anytime there's
something on campus, it's hard co get student
involvement."
UB hopes chat attendance will eventually
reach about 50 to 75 people, chc norm for
mainstagc open mic nights.
"I'd like to sec a match to open mic night,"
Lamorte said.
Lamorte and other UB members will be
attending che National Association for Campus
Activities Nov. 9 co 12, and he is excited co look
ar more options for Coffee House aces.
Ir is always good to atccnd NACA to check
our acts chat students might enjoy, he said.
Stolle was booked at che Boston NACA
convention l~~IDCS!f.': m..tl!
,n.,,1;- . · ; 1 , 1 jV

TI. . I 5p.m.
1.oa1io11 I Lumpkin HaD Room 1030
w.-..1 Free

FRIDAY
Multicultural Career Expo
TI. . I 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
locnio• I University Ballroom, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Admission I Free
'Stones in His Pocket," by the
Charleston Community Theatre
TI. . I 7:30 p.m.
locatio• I Tarble Arts Center
i.to I 581-2181

"°"
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ISSUE I Senator Barack Obama
appears to be· a promising
presidential candidate

Obama
should seek
presidency
Senator Barack Obama has publicly
admirced he is considering a 2008
prcsidencial run.
However, he has decided co dday any
formal decision until after che Nov. 7
midterm elections and after he is done
campaigning for Democracs around che
councry.
This is a good decision for cwo
reasons.
One, ic brings additional publicity
for che Democracs Obama is
campaigning for. It is a carefully crafted
strategy to get the most press for his
fellow Democracs.
Hundreds of re~rters show up to
every event he arcendS'just in case he
decides co announce his candidacy
for president while campaigning. The
face chat Obama and his press agents
realize this show chac chey already have
che basic understanding of how co ·
manipulate and use the media co chcir
advancage, and chac is a key part of
being President of the Uniced Scates.
Two, ic allows Obama more
time co campaign, wichouc officially
campaigning. Obama has never
campaigned on a national scale before.
Before che 2004 election people hardy
knew who he was. By campaigning
for his fellow Democrats Obama is
endearing birnsdf co people from
Wisconsin co California and this will be
beneficial if he does decide co run for
presidenc in 2008.
Obama has been raising his national
•
recognition for years.
When Hurricane Katrina struck
New Orleans, Obama was one of the
first senators co head co che region co
demand hdp for che citizens of New
Orleans.
Obama has also made trips abroad,
most notably a trip co Africa.
Mose senators do noc make trips
abroad in their fuse two years as a US
senator.
Jusc cwo years into his cenn, Obama
has already become a popular face for
the Democratic National Committee.
He burst onto che political scene after
addressing the Democratic National
Convention in 2004.
He has a new book ouc.
He is on magazine covers and
television shows.
No politician has received chis
much positive press coverage in recenc
memory.
So far, Obama can do no wrong. He
could go imo che 2008 election as che
mosc beloved candidate and may very
well win che election.
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the oprnions e~itor at
.D.EJtppl~919~1tlJil,qtR-

tf •• • . . . . . '
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GUEST COWMNIST

I MATI NIEMERG

Internet_equality
in jeopardy
On a daily basis, I hop onco my
computer and browse through a variety
of sites-networking, political, humor,
ecc.-much like anyone else does. Why
do so many different sites exist and what
anraccs people to them? Simply enough, che
Internet treats everyone equally. If someone
has a new idea or service, on che Internet, ic
will 8ourish based on ics merit and on how
rtmch people lllCt ~e product. fuoeClotn of
speech has never been more active online
either. Proponents of this system call it
"lncerncc Neutrality" or "Nee Neutrality" for
short.
Nee Neutrality deals wich che ncucral
starus of che sending and receiving of
data online. For example, if I were to
load two pages from two different sites
simulcaneously, assuming abouc che same
amount of mulrimedia content on both
pages, chen rhey would load up in the same
amount of time.
Imagine a world in which Nee Neutrality
is not chc case. In chis new regime, anyone
who owns a website will have co pay the
relecommunicacion companies-'telecos'money so their websites will load faster than
chose of cheir compecicors, whose possibly
may noc even load at all.
Such a system is noc coo far from the
future. Most celecos have already stated
chis exact purpose. These companies seem
co chink chat chey should control access
co the Internee because chey own che
infrastructure, or pipelines, co che Internee.
These cdecos are pushing a bill in Congress
chat would allow chem to do just chis.
Bue charging companies for better
service against cheir competition is not
where it ends. The real problem lies with
the discrimination or promotion of media
content. In chis new bill chat the tclecos'
lobbyists are fighting for, if I were co have
my Internet service through a company
like AT&T. they could, legally, noc load
a website like Vonage, a company chat
offers Voice over IP cdephone service
solely because Vonage is a competitor of
theirs. Shouldn't consumers decide whac
applications will succeed or fail in a free
market society?
The Internet has seen a splurge of
innovated websites and start-up companies
chat appear out of nowhere. Almost any
political ideology has a blogging website.
Network Neutrality is what ensures that chis
free market and free exchange of ideas scays
in place.
Bue why would telecommunication
companies want co nix Nee Neucralicyl •
They-claim du.t thro11oh this cctra ~
~;.

~ti

I

they will be able co upgrade the current
infrastructure from copper wire ( 19"'
century technology) co fiber optics (20"'
century technology).
What's the difference? Broadband service
chac uses fiber optics is about 100 times
faster
than Ont:§
chaLuse
cooper
wire.
fhh, li
..
if
•
Ii"
I
wnac the teJecos are not celling you is
chat An\ericans already, paid for fiber optics!
According to 'Bill Moyer's Clocumentary
The Net ac Risk, which was aired on PBS
(and also archived online), two men claim
otherwise. Bruce Kushnick and Tom
Allibone calk about che celecos' promise co
bring fiber optics co America. According co
chem, in che early 1990s che telecos made a
deal wich che Clinton-Gore adminiscrarion.
Back then, someone had a good idea for
connecting all of America with fiber optic
cables. The celecommunicacion companies
were given tax breaks and additional revenue
co scale up our infrascrucrure. This \11as
all laid our in che National Infrastructure
lnitiacive and is evidenc in many of che
scacements released by representatives of
cdecos.
Where is our grand infrastructure of
fiber optics now? The celecos reperitively
backed out of cheir promiSfi co over 26
states co build fiber opcic cables, cook the
money and ran. Kushnick and Allibone
claim chat telecos' revenues are up 126
percent, employees are down 65 percent,
construction is down 60 percent and over
$92 billion is missing in network upgrades.
They have filed a complainc against the
tdecos with che Federal Trades Commission.
No actions have been taken against them
as of yet. Because of this, America is now
ranked in between 12 and 16, depending on
which scudy, for the best broadband service
in che world.
How do l know all chis information?
It's on chc Internet, people! That's the glory
of ic. Anybody can verify any of these faces
through a matter of investigative research.
So, do whac you can and join che coalition
ac Savelhelnternec.com. But you bercer
hurry, because soon, you
may not be able to.

Matt

Niemerg
Matt N1emerg is a junior math and computer
sciences major. He can be reached at matthew.

.
. ..,.aiemerg@g..U.t•..Wress
.

I MATI DANIELS

Living in
a fantasy
Fantasy spores are dumb.
Fantasy sports arc poincless.
Fantasy sports are a waste of time.
There, ic's been said .
ln che vase world of the Internee,
there lies chis unappealing and
downright disturbing trend: fantasy
spores.
Who cares if a team wins a game.
All che fantasy sports owners {and I use
chat cerm loosely) care abouc is whether
their second wide receiver on their fifth
fantasy team caught rwo touchdown
passes or had more than l 00 yards
receiving. Thac way chey can maybe
receive chose two crucial points chat will
make or break chis week's macch up.
I'll admit ic. I've been the owner
of some fantasy ceams in che past,
agonizing over a players' statistics,
wondering if I should make chis deal
in order co win a macch up against a
ceam in chc middle of July during Major
League Baseball season.
And how I wish I could gee chose
precious minutes of my life back.
Fantasy spom arc a cruel addiction.
!e's a good way co spend countless
hours during che summer when some
people have nothing better co do.
Bue when one is working, why would
one procrascinace and puc off work co
check ouc whac cheir fantasy team needs?
People, especially spores fans, like to
think chey know everything about every
sport. Fantasy sports gives chese people
chac power control chat chey so wish
chey had in cheir life.
Take for case che NFL The league
is enjoying another successful season,
raking in billions of dolJars in revenue
and having ialk ofa possible Coles-Bears
Super Bowl.
Bue a sickening fact is that there are
currently 37 million people playing
some sort of fantasy football. according
co a Sept. 6 article in che Miami Herald.
That means roughly one our of 10
people in chis country are adjusting
their lineups, looking at potential trades
and hoping chac Shaun Alexander gets
healthy soon.
Countless hours are wasted scaring ac
a computer screen, analyzing miniscule
statistics like receiving yards, rushing
touchdowns and how many points che
Chicago Bears' defense gives up.
Think about all che chings one could
be doing in che meantime. Homework,
running errands, spending quality cirne
wich one's friends or sleeping. The
possibilities are endless.
In chc Herald's article, workplace
research firm Challenger, Gray &
Christmas estimated thac che nation's
growing addiction co fantasy sports has
cost businesses $36.7 million dollars
worth of productivity every day.
All cold in a year, chat cocal would
come out to somewhere in the trillions
of dollars range.
That is ridiculous.
This country has enough problems to
begin with (high gas prices, an ongoing
Middle East conflict, rising coses for
college education).
So, get off your computers, stop
spending time coming up with a clever
team name and enjoy the world.
There's more co it than just a
computer screen, some statistics and
fantasy sports.

Matt
Daniels

~y
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CAMPUS I TARBLE ARTS CENTER

Poking
fun at HollyWood,
.
Irish in upcoming play
Play features two actors
portraying 15 characters
By Erin Singraeer
Staff Correspondent

Two actors will porcray 15 differcnc
characters in .Marie Jones's "Stones in His
Pockets."
"With two accors playing fifteen different
characcers, this play is a very special
experience for boch che performers and
audience members," said Ben Leddy, one of
the C\vo accors and a senior at Charleston
High School.
Leddy and Tim Mason, economic professor
morph from Irish procagoniscs Charlie and
Jake, co a British director, an American
leading lady, an ever-so helpful production
assiscanc, and the lase surviving excra from rhe
movie "The Quiet Man."
Two actors may seem uninteresting, buc
Leddy said, "working with jusc one ocher
accor makes for a unique experience chac's
hard co describe. Wich so many lines chat
Tim and I had to memorize, I chink we grew
closer to each characcer we played ."

The play cakes place in Counry Kerry.
Ireland, where Hollywood invades the
small village in the hopes of filming its
next blockbuster, which causes economic,
environmental and emotional upheaval.
Charlie, who has just recencly lost his movie
score and Jake who has just returned from
living in America are cast as excras.
Along wich che many laughs. "Scones in
His Pockets" also cakes on serious issues. Jake
struggles wich the issue of dreamers and lose
dreams. He's also aware chat his village is
being demoralized by che film industry.
"This play is hilarious," Leddy said. "It
pokes fun ac both the Irish and Hollywood."
Having two accors of different age and
experience is a bold move, but Director
lherese Kincade said in a press release, "chac
Leddy and Mason are having a great cime on
stage."
"Scones in His Pockets" will be performed
Nov. 3, 4 and 5 ac che Tarble Arcs Cencer.
Friday and Saturday performances are at 7:30
p.m. Curtain for chc Sunday matinee will
begin at 3 p.m. Tickets arc $10 for adulcs,
$8 for senior citizens and $6 for students.
Reservations can be made by calling che
TarbleArts Center ac 581-2728.

JAY GRAllEC I THE DAILY WTElll NEWS
Tim Mason (left) and Ben Leddy perform as multiple characters during their performance
of the Charleston Community Theatre adaptation of "Stones in his Pockets" at the Tarble
Fine Arts Center on Sunday afternoon. The performances are on Friday and Saturday at
7:30 p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center and Sunday at 3 p.m.

U. Illinois protest targets racial stereotyping
U-Wire

CHAMPAIGN - W ich signs reading "The
6ght is f.u- from over" and "My culcure is not
a coscume," hundreds of University of Illinois
students filled the Q uad side of the Illini
Union Tuesday afternoon for a rally encicled
"Breaking che Silence."
The rally was organized by Scudencs
Transforming Oppression and Privilege, or
STOP.
The purpose was co gee the University
adminiscration's attention regarding racist
actions across campus chac were exemplified
in che Oct. 5 exchange between the Delea
Delta Delea sorority and the Zeta Beta Tau
fraternity unofficially dubbed "Tacos and
Tequila."
"We are noc attacking che Tri Odes or
ZBT," said Wendy Marie Finley. member of
STOP and junior in LAS. "We are attacking
che system. We are just using chem as an
example."
Students spoke against the racist acrions

during the rally on che Quad before students
walked to boch chc Tri Dd ta and Z BT houses
chancing phrases such as "hey hey, ho ho,
racism has got co go." Tri Delta and ZBT
representatives declined co comment.·we have
had enough," said Osvaldo Torres, sophomore
in LAS and member of Lambda Theta Phi, a
United Greek Council Latin fraternity, chc
Mexican Student Association. "We will no
longer be disrespected on this campus. Our
cultures will no longer be mocked. We will
no longer be made fun of. We will no longer
be told chac we don't deserve co be here. And
it all scans wich one seep. And chat is unifying
ourselves."
The rally ended at che Swanlund
Adminiscrarion Building, 601 E. John Sc.,
where a scaremenc by Chancellor Herman
was read by Renee Romano, vice chancellor
for Student Affairs.
"The controversy has spurred a great deal
of conversation about treating one another
with common decency, and chat is good,"
· Herman said in his statement. "The process of

Multi-Cultural

reviewing che incident is now underway, and
I believe a deeper appreciation of our cultural
diversity and individual responsibility will be
che result.~
After Romano read che staccmcnc, some
students asked why che admin iscration did
n oc speak on the Quad, whac is going co be
done to ensure minority students have a safe
environment, why nothing was done last year
when a "ghetto"-chemed party occurred and
whac would have been che response if a multiculrural Greek organization held a party of a
similar nature.
"I want to assure you chac we are listening,
we care, and chis incident does noc reBecc
che University's values," Romano said. "We
are working through our syscem. It's not
happening quickJy and many of you are not
aware of what is going on."
Romano also said chere are plans including
diversity education for all firsc-year students
and the administration is working hard co
gee chese classes implemenced by next fall.
Lisa Moore, assistant dean of students, said

che University has noc sanctioned Tri Ddta or
Z BT because the Board of Fracernjty Affairs
and che Board of Sorority Affairs was given
che power to discipline when chapters violate
policy.
"Everything Z BT and Tri Delea have done
are self-imposed sanctions," Moore said.
Moore also said chat although the event was
unaccepcable, chere were no code violations in
che student code. She said chey will have co sec
when chc hearing is scheduled. Nora Garcia,
member of Lambda Pi Upsilon, a United
Greek Council sorority. and senior in LAS,
said she was upset chat ZBT and Tri Delta did
not chink it would be a racial stereotype.
She said chat the administration needs to
be aware chat che minority scudcnr population
is fed up and does not plan co !er chese actions
go unnoticed.
Torres said, "le is rime for us co seep back,
co put our egos aside, co put our organizations
behind us, co puc our letters behind us, co step
up together to unify ourselves and co scand up
as one voice to speak out at chis university."
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SHOWTIMES FOR OCT 30 - NOV 2
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Why YOU should attend:

CttARLESTON- -1 ·SOO·f ANDANGO 1556 w
$2 .75- ALL SHOW* 8UOIU! 6 PM
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• Summer interns are chosen during Fall semester
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on the oomer of7th & Grant
next co the Union
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FOR2007
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1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID
( :onran Jcnnif~r
348.14~9

GRUDGE 2(PG13)
DAILY7:00
FlYBOYS (P6 13)
DAILY 6:45

.

CHINA

MON: 4PM-9 PM
SUNDAY: 11 AM -9PM
TU ES-TH URS: 11 AM-9PM
FR I & SAT: 11 AM-10PM

10°/o OFF MENU
PRICES EVERYDAY
1140 Lincoln Ave.
not valid w/ any other coupon

All Shows Boforo NOON
Fnday Salli~. Sund.., & -~

SAW Ill (R) ON TWO SCREENS 4:10 5:15
7:00 8:00 9:45 10:30
THE PRESTIGE (PG 13) 4:20 7:15 10:10
FUCKA (PG) 4:00 6:15 8:30
MAN OF THE YEAR (PG 13) 3:50 6:50 9:30
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH (PG 13) 5:00
7:30 10:00
THE DEPARTED (R) 6:05 9:20
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE BEGINNING (R)
5:30 7:45 10:20
OPEN SEASON (PG) 4:30 6:40 8:45
THE GUARDIAN (PG 13) 4:45 8:15
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briefs
Deal was ethical, Obama says
n CHICAGO. - Sen. Barack Obama

said financial arrangements he and
an indicted political fundraiser made
to improve their adjoining South Side
properties were ethical and proper.
The same day last year that
Obama and his wife. Michelle, closed
on a $1.65 million home, Antoin
"Tony" Rezko's wife, Rita, closed on
a $625,000 vacant lot next door,
the Chicago Tribune reported in
Wednesday's editions.
Acity ordinance required Rezko to
fence the line between the properties,
but the Obamas paid for an attorney
and architects to inquire about the
fence with the Commission on Chicago
Landmarks, partly because Obama's
wife once worked there and because
they wanted to ensure it was done
properly, Obama said. Rezko was to pay
$14,000 for the fence, although that bill
has not been paid, the fence company
told the Tribune.

Ointon Lalle trial juron selected
n DECATUR - The trial of a Ointon
woman accused of drowning her three
children in Ointon Lake three years ago
gets under way in earnest after jury
selection was completed on Wednesday.
Amanda Hamm, 30, and her former
boyfriend Maurice LaGrone Jr., 31, were
both charged with nine counts of first
degree murder in the deaths of Hamm's
children. The children - ages 6, 3 and
23 months - died after their mother's
car became submerged in the lake.
LaGrone was convicted last April and
is serving a ltte sentence.
Defense attorney Steve Skelton said
his client is pleased the seven days of
jury selection are over. Hamm told her
attorney that uwe need to get the jury
selection resolved so we can get into
the case," he said.

UIC awarded $1 .6 billion grant
n CHICAGO -A group led by the
University of Chicago was awarded
a five-year, $1.6 billion contract on
Wednesday to manage the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory,
considered the nation's premier physics
laboratory.
Fermilab. about 40 miles west of
Chicago, focuses much of its research
on high-energy physics, elementary
particle physics and astrophysics.

Adrenalin may
be responsible
for teen death

During March's primary, a lack of touch-screen voting machines caused
difficulties for Chicago land precincts
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Election officials
said Wednesday they've beefed
up training and made equipment
changes chat they expect will help
next 'IUesday's election here go
much smoother than last March.
when the primary was plagued by
confusion and embarrassing ddays.
Cook County Clerk David
Orr and Chicago Elecrion Board
Chairman Langdon Neal said
that every precinct will have at
leasr one worker who has received
additional technical training.
Another major change concerns
the couch-screen voting machines
that allow the visually impaired
and others with disabilities to vote
without help.
In March, there were not
enough of the machines for each
precinct, meaning some precincts
shared chem.
Now, each precinct has at lease
one touch-screen voting machine
along with the optical scan readers
for paper ballots, meaning char
the process of voting, adding the
votes and transmitting chem will

couch-screen machines and results
cartridges for the optical scanners
will be taken to receiving stations
around che county and the city.
where officials can transmit the
dara.
Last spring, it took suburban
officials unril the Monday after the
election and ciry officials an entire
week to finish tallying primary
ballots. Mechanical and human
failures connected to che new
voting machines were blamed.
Both Orr and Neal said
Wednesday they did not expect
be sped up, officials said.
Orr and Neal also said that any problems co affect the
at their insistence, more than outcome of the general election,
50 fixes to the machinery and saying chat there are paper backup
software have been made by rhe systems in place at every seep of the
manufaccurcr of rhc electronic process to ensure an accurate
voting machines, Sequoia Voting count.
Orr stressed chat in close races,
Systems.
They also said char changes the results won't likely be known
have been made co address the on election nighr.
transm1ss1on
problems
chat
Neal also said chat while there
occurred in March, when the were a host of problems in March,
election
workers
sometimes what goc lose in all the repom
found it dilliculc or impossible was the fact chat when the review
to transmit results via cellular was completed, "No one has ever
technology.
said the votes were not counted
On Tuesday, dara packs for the accurately."

Judge punishes revealing incidents
Illinois State Trooper
sentenced for forcing
couples t o disrobe
The Assooated Press

WAUKEGAN - A
· Lake
County judge sentenced an Illinois
State Police trooper co 30 months
probation Wednesday for forcing
couples to strip off cheir clothes to
avoid arrest.
Jeremy Dozier, 32, who pleaded
guilty to official misconduct the
same day, musr serve a year in jail
if he violates any conditions of his
supervision, the (Arlington Heights)
Daily Herald reported.
In a similar case, a Cook County
judge sencenced Dozier in March
to six months in jail and cwo years
probation for forcing a couple

"Dozier ordered a couple he found
parked behind a Gurnee store on Feb. 5
2005 to remove their clothes and make
snow angels."

co scrip after he found chem in a
parked car along a highway. In chat
case, a jury found him guilty of four
counts of bribery and four councs
of miscondua. In the Lake County
cases, Dozier ordered a couple he
found parked behind a Gurnee
store on Feb. 5, 2005 co remove
their clothes and make snow angels.
He also admitted that he forced
another couple parked near a hotel
in Gurnee later that year to run
naked in a parking lot. The victims

all said Dozier threatened them with
arrest if they did not do as he said.
The 10-year veteran of the scare
police has been suspended since his
fuse arrest and further disciplinary
action is pending, said Waukegan
attorney Michael Melius. In June,
a couple in one of the Cook County
incidents filed a federal lawsuit
against Dozier. Dimicry Baum,
23, and his fu.ncec, Maria "Masha"
Boyko, 19, are seeking unspecified
damages.

I STUN-GUN FATALITY

The Associated Press

ST LOUIS Illinois teenager
who died after police shoe him
twice with a stun gun might have
been in an agitated mental state
where unusual strength is possible,
possibly supporcing police claims
ofa wild tussle with chc 130-pound
boy, a pathologist said Wednesday.
Dr. Phillip Burch, St. Louis'
deputy chief medical examiner, said
an aucopsy Tuesday on 17-year-old
Roger Holyfield showed no overt
signs of trauma or foul pl::.y char
might have explained why the boy
died.
Holyfield died Sunday, a day
after che confrontation with police
in Jerseyville, Ill.
Burch said he's investigating
the possibility that Holyfield died
from "excited delirium," which he
described as a mental state "where
someone is our of control and
can do physical feats normally
considered impossible."
Such feats also could include
continued struggle even after being
shoe with a high-volragc stun gun.
he said.
JThey pick up heavy objecrs,
can pick up a human being and
throw them - things they wouldn't
normally be able to do," Burch said,
calling such a stare in Holyfidd's
case "definitely a possibility."
Described as an overdose
of adrenalin, ilie heart-racing
condition affects mostly young
men with historic:. of drug use or
mental illness and whar arc thought
co be brain abnormalities, Vincent
DiMaio, a Texas medical examiner
and proponent of the diagnosis,
cold The Associaced Press recently.
Medical examiners across the
country increasingly have cired
delirium resulting from drug use or
psychiatric problems when suspects
die in police cuscody. But there are
no reliable national data on how
many suspects die from excited
delirium, and some civil righrs
groups question whether it exisrs.
Burch said he began exploring
the possibility that delirium
played a role in Holyfield's death
after reviewing his office's chief
investigator's report that said
Holyfield was schizophrenic. Burch
also said he would await results of
toxicology tests to determine if
drugs were in Holyficld's sy5tcm
and "what kind of effect they had."
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I IRAQ WAR

Billions of dollars spent, business heads home
By The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO-Wrapping
up more than three years of work
thac cost the U.S. government
$2.3 billion, Bechtel Corp. is
leaving Iraq with a subdued sense
of accomplishment after suffering
through a spree of violence chat
killed 52 workers.
The departure of the San
Francisco-based engineering firm
serves as another sobering reminder
of how the carnage in Iraq has
scrambled the United States' oncegrand ambitions to rebuild the
dcvasraced councry.
The U.S. government hired
Bechtel in April 2003, hoping the
company behind manmade marvels
like the Hoover Darn would be
able to bring Iraq inco the 21st
century as it repaired much of the
damage caused by the invasion chat
overthrew Saddam Hussein.
The daunting cask required
rebuilding roads and bridges,
expanding the power grid, cleaning
up the water supply and adding
telephone lines.
Although some progress has been
made, the effortS of Bechtel and
ocher governmenc contractors have
been repeatedly besec by sabotage,
corruption and lawlessness char
made it difficult to retain workers
frightened for their lives.
Bechtel said ic completed all but
cwo of the 99 projects on its Iraq
to-do list, buc at a horrible cost:
52 dead workers and another 49
wounded. Ac peak times, Bechtel
employed more than 40,000workers
_ mostly Iraqi subcontractors _ on
the various projects.

By The Associate<! Press

Militiants accused of trying to
topple Lebanese government
» WASHINGTON -The Bush
administration on Wednesday accused
Syria, Iran and the Hezbollah militants
they back of trying to oust the
Lebanese government. But officials
acknowledged the U.S. can do little
to prevent outside interference with
Beirut's fragile democracy.
White House spokesman Tony
Snow cited "mounting evidence that
the Syrian and Iranian governments,
Hezbollah, and their Lebanese allies are
preparing plans to topple Lebanon's
democratically elected government."
A strongly worded statement
from the White House did not detail
that evidence. It did single out Syria
for an alleged plan to derail possible
prosecutions for the assassination of
Rafik Hariri, a Lebanese politician who
had tried to draw his country away from
Syrian domination.
0

TONY OVERMAN I THE OLYMPIAN I MCT
Cpl. Jason Funaro, 27, of Puyallup, Washington, keeps watch in the street of Mosul, Iraq, as Lighting Platoon
soldiers from Fort Lewis, Washington, search a suspicious car for possible improvised devices on Saturday,

Most of the Bechtel workers were
killed while off dury, said company
spokesman Jonathan Marshall.
"Ir's among the greatest losses of
life that Bechtel has suffered during
any job in the company's 108-year
history, possibly exceeded only by
the company's Depression-era work
on the Hoover Dam, "Marshall
said.
Bechtel has completed more than
22,000 projects in 140 countries,
including perilous jobs like the
Channel Tunnel that connects
England to France.
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Renting for Fall 2007

3 Bedroom Apartments

- New Carpet
- Free Parking

- New Furniture
- lncluaes Trash

Close to Campus - Great Rent Rates
For Into Call Becky at 345-0936
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NOW LEASING FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR!!
DON'T MISS OUT! Call Today for an appointment!
Beautiful, Spacious,
Fully Furnished
Apartments at
Excellent Locations
With Awesome Ameniti
CALL TODAY FOR
MORE INFORMATION!

Fewer cases expected as
reimbursment rates lower
» WASHINGTON - Doctors caring for
the elderly and the disabled will see a
5 percent cut in reimbursement rates
when they treat Medicare patients next
year. But in an effort to give more
personalized care, the government will
pay physicians more to counsel patients
on ways to improve their health.
Doctors warned that that the lower
rates would lead to fewer doctors taking
on new Medicare cases.
The new rates were announced
in rules the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services made public
Wednesday.
Doctors are paid for 7,000 different
services. The average cut for a
particular service is 5 percent; some
services are reduced more, while other
services are increasing. For instance,
payments will go up by about one-third
for office visits the most frequently
billed service.
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NICE 3 bedroom

r

for rent

FOR

2007-2008

SCHOOL

r

f

for rent

for rent

3 and 4 bedroom $ 285-$300.

Cl

for sale

OR

LADIES CREAT HOUSE FOR 6 AT

1999 Saturn SCl 3 Door Coupe.

Very Nice Duplex

1521 lST STREET. 10-MONTH

Trash,furnished and parking. Call

New tires & transmission. $6000

LEASE.

235-0405 or 254-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

call 217-556-2463
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11102
1992 Bonneville SE Runs good,

house, 1404 14th SL, carport,

YEAR.

4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM

Available in December:

2007, 345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/2

HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND

2 BA, Fireplace, Cathedral &

LOCATION, AND PRICE. 345-

APARTMENTS.

FOR MORE

Vaulted Ceilings, 2-car Garage,

5048.

Houses and Apartments of All

MUST

Johnson,

INFO VISIT USAT MYEIUHOME.

W/D, Nice Neighborhood, A

Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers, . high miles, cared for, leather,

Spacious duplex, 5 bedroom,

COM OR CALL US AT (217)493-

Must See! $900/mo. 217-345-

- - - - - - - - - 00
FALL 2007 5,4,3,2 BEDROOM

Dryersand Dishwashers. Garbage

power w/l/seat, remote ul, AC/

2 112 bath each side, 2 blocks

7559.

5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH

Included. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

heat,

1106-8

from campus, W/D, Parking Lot,
FY2007 345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1112
5

Bedroom,

available

- - - - - - 00
NOW
LEASING FOR SPRING TERM
2007.

spring

semester, utilities included Call
345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/2

3

BR Apartments

3 BR,

for 2007-

2008 school year!

Seconds

GREAT

QUALITY,

APARTMENTS. 348-5032

New 1 bedroom apt W/D,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,

Good investment house next to

APARTMENTS

dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/

campus For Sale.

month 117 W. Polk. Call 348-

Rating 217-348-8408
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/03

FURNISHED

1426 7th STREET. 348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Spacious Living Rooms & Vanities

AT 1521 1ST STREET.

in bedrooms,

ECONOMICAL.

VILLAGE

Garbage Disposals and More!

for 207-2008 1& 2 bedroom

Dishwashers &

CD,

LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM

from Campus, Fully Furnished,

Renting

Kenwood

_________ oo

ADJACENT TO UNIVERSITY AT

RENTALS

400W

$1500, 217-348-6492.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/03

VERY

10-MONTH

7746 or www.CharlestonlLApts.

LEASE 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3 bedroom apartments, walking

2 bedroom furnished apt with

••

Commercial-

CAMPUS.

apartments with laundry facilities

217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

WWW.EIUAPTS.COM 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/2

and 3 bedroom houses. Close to

For Lease Fall 2007 l through

distance to campus. Sign lease

stove, refrigerator, microwave.

campus. Call 217-345-2516
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14

6

Great

in November for 07-08' school

3 blocks from E side of EJU.

Looking for outgoing. motivated

Wanted: one furnished bedroom

locations, Great rates 217-346-

year. 10% discount on 1st months

$445 1 person, $250 each 2

student to market on campus.

in a residence for a year. call 345-

3 male roomates for 5 bdrm

3583 or 217-549-2454 www.

people.

2001 S.

$10.00/hr. plus bonuses. Flexible

5456.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/3

house for Spr.. '07. $260/mo, WI

12th St. Call 348-7746 or www.

hours. For more information call:

D, close to campus. 1520 2nd St

eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/14

rent.345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1 bedroom apartments fro August

CharlestonlLApts.com

Available Fall '07: 2, 3, 4, & 5

Please call (815) 651-7770 ask

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:

07-08'.PP&

888-839-3385
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/01

bedroom houses and duplexes.

for Justin.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE

2

TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2

BEDROOM

ACROSS

APARTMENTS.

DELUXE 4 BR. HOUSE

FAMILIES:

STAFF

deck, $780/mo., available June

SEE

VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,

for rent

PROFESSORS,

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I THURSDAY 11.2.06

FROM

East of Campus, near Buzzard.

bedroom

houses.

EXCELLENT

LOCATIONS;

Available Jan 31st .1 BR Apt

Student Painters is looking for

1 BLOCK AND 11/2 BLOCKS

Water & Trash included, off street

individuals who want to gain

NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON

parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St

management experience. Earn

6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON

Apts. 345-1266

$8,000-$10,000 next summer.

LEASES.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Must have a good attitude and

FACILITIES.

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.

hard work ethic. No experience

SERVICES

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007

necessary,

AND OFF STREET PARKING

2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS

come, first qualified basis. For

for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/03

BUNGALOW.

1

CAR

DETACHED GARAGE.

VERY

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit

Immediate Availability: 2 and 1

NICE, AIR. $625/mo. (630) 707-

available immediately call for

AND

bedroom duplex. W/D Newly

4470.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15

details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WATER, TRASH

and

trash

renting

LAUNDRY

HEAT,NC

fully trained. First

PANTHER

Call 348-7733 or 512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/08

exceptionally nice houses for

07-08 1st house across from

Houses range in size from 6-

Across

Lantz on second street 1532.

10 bedrooms, are very well-

Furnished. Call Today for Lowered

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.

345-6210/549-0212
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Two story Duplex. 3 at $210, 4 at

maintained, and only 1 block

Rates.

348-8249 11t0 6th Street House-

SPRING 07'

345-3353.

1 1/2 blocks North of Old Main.

UNITS AVAILABLE.

CAMPUS

individuals with developmental

Completely remodeled in 2005. 6

SIDE! CALL FOR DETAILS 345-

disabilities currently has various

bedroom house, 2 baths, washer,

6100 www.jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

part time and full time positions

2-3-4

2007-2008

is

CENTRAL

included $550 & $325/month.

the

PADS

()()

PROPERTIES,

128 POLK STREET. 2 BEDROOM

water

_________

W

rcrrentals.com or call 345-5821

remodeled,

Trash paid.

help wanted

school

year.

INCLUDED.Perfect for serious

HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS

more information call: 888-839-

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

students

VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES

3385 Visit our website: WWW.

Extremely

8249, www.ppwrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

AT www.eiprops.com or call

STUDENTPAINTERS.BIZ
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/02

Close
from

to

Campus.

Lantz.

Grantview

Fully

Apartments.

$230. 10 month. Small Deposit

from Lantz. Please check us out

345-6868
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/08

at www.pantherpads.com or call
345-3148 for details.par ___

- - - - - - - - - 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

Available Aug 07'. 2-7 Bedroom

11/17

BR Apts. available for second

homes.

G REA T

UNIQUE PROPERTIES is now

semester. Call 345-6000.

LOCATIONS. All "campus sideH

leasing for the 2007-2008 school

of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10

year! Call today to schedule an

--,--------00

appointment to look at any of

Available
7

August

bedroom

homes.

or

couples.348-

dryer. Trash service included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Developmental Foundations Inc

1-4 BEDROOM

available in 3 homes located in

HOUSES,

Charleston. Applicants must be

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.

DUPLEXES AND APARTMENTS.

18, have HIS Diploma or GED

348-8249 1103 6th Street House-

FALL 2007 All CAMPUS SIDE!

and a valid drivers license. Paid

5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

l 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.

345-6100

training is provided.

2-

our 3 bedroom fully furnished

bath, large bedrooms completely

2 story 3 bedroom apartment,

GREAT

apartments at excellent locations:

remodeled new carpet, stove,

washer & dryer. Trash service

com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

07'.

www.jbapartments.

Criminal

Background check is completed
prior to hiring. Applications may

LOCATIONS.All "campus side"

Millennium

Courtyard

refrigerator. Encfosed back porch

included.

of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10

on 9th, Campus Edge, Panther

and dining room. Available for

Heights, The East View, Century

the 06-07 school year for more

- - - - - - - - - 00
Beautiful 2 story house-furnished.

1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great

6 bedroom house close to campus,

Crossing & The Atrium.

info www.poteeterentals.com or

For 7-8 girls. Hardwood floors,

locations,some include wireless

You may also visit www.ryle.

3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,

217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

furnished leather furniture, 2 1/2

internet. Call for details 345-

com for more information about

Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,

345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

bath, full basement with washer

washer and dryer. Available for

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2

1430

7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

our companies. EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/16

the 06-07 school year for more

person Central air, w/d, garage.

AFFORDABLE.

info www.poteeterentals.com or

No

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/2

block north of O'Brien Field on

217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.

1st St.

NO PETS. 348-8305

345-8350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

basement. Quite area No Pets

ext. 239

Short lease For details call 345-

- - - - - - -• -11/30

Exceptionally economical!

7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Wanted: Fill out application

pets.

Place,

BEDROOM

which operates group homes for

345-7286

217-

www.

1/2

9TH

ST.
4

VERY
BDRM

- - - - - - - - - · 00
Available January 07, 2 bedroom,

$.1 Oper word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

........

......, Olllllll ci..111111 illltw......
@ WWW denllt'O.s.aJm

,

NOW LEASING for Fall 07-

and dryer, central air, large yard.
For school year 2007-2008.
$300 month.

1

Call Jan

1 bathroom apartment. Close to

bedroom apt with loft. Furnished

campus. $460 total 512-9528

for a single or couple. $385mo

_________ oo

$. 30 per word for the first day

be picked up at 689 Castle Drive

Now

renting

Fall

07'/Spring

for 1 or $430mo for 2. (1/2 of
duplex) 1 block north of O'Brien

08' 9th Street Apartments. 3&4

Field.

bedroom

2008. Call Jan 345-83SO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

lease

and

security

required. No pets 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

For school year 2007-

leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage W/D in

Houses near Rec Center;
bedroom 2 bath.

(NorthwestBusinessCenter,across
from fairgrounds) - Charleston.

!BARTENDING! Up to $250/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available 800-965-6520

Advertising

6

Dishwashers,

Representative
@

Student Publications Office in
Buzzard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

"

Jost& found

7 bedroom house near Old Main.
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08'

2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL wjth

751 6th Street 1& 2 bedroom

•furnished leather furniture. 10

apts. security and lease required.

or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or

No pets.348-8305

354-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

- - - - - - - - - 00

2 112 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

LOST: Chocolate Verizon Cell
Phone.

lost Saturday night

between Marty's and lkes. Please
call (630) 479-0303 if found!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1113

news
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FROM PAGE 1

Countries withdraw for Panama

He'll have to resign from his
position, and another pexson will
be appointed to the precinct.
There isn't a republican
committeeman for the 16.i.
precinct.
But the campus is very liberal,
said Justin Sinner, president of
the EIU Republicans and senior
political science major.
Republican committeemen
arc usually all older people,
Sinner said.
The Republicans have a more
local and communicy fol:us,
while the democrats' focus is
more national.
Three precincts arc on
Ea.stem's campus.
Lincoln, Stevenson and
Douglas Halls make up precinct

15.
Taylor, Thomas, Ford, Weller,
McKinney and Pemberton make
up precinct No. 16.
Carman,
University
Apartments, Universicy Court,
Greek Courc, Lawson and
Andrews make up the 17
precinct.
No other ~mdems are
commirreemen for che c1mpus
precincts.
And not having a college
student is a disadvantage,
Sodergren-Baar said.
Travis Bounds, the president
for College Democrats on
campus, ran for the 15'h precinet,
bur was unsuccessful.
He lost by only a few votes
co an older man who already
had experience as a precinct
committeeman.
College students can be
disillusioned by political parries
and the governmcnc in general,
Sodergren-Baar said.
And chc lowcsc voting
demographic is 18-to-24-yearolds.
Ir's a disadvantage for che
srudcnrs who don't have their
voice heard by a peer - another
student, he said.
"It's essential ro have a
student rep."
Students may sec older reps
as out of couch from what
the students think or wane,
Sodergren-Baar said.
He saw che opportunity co
be a precinct point-person as
an interesting way to make a
difference on campus.
He's also che vice president of
the College Democrats, which
takes up a huge chunk of time,
be said.
He wishes he was more
involved with ocher things on
campus. but there's no time.
Sodergren-Baar
hasn't
decided exactly what he'll do
when he graduates in May, but
it's a toss up between grad school
and law school.
He plans to run for office one
day after maturing a litcle and
gairung more life experience.

Political views
Of all the issues in the
upcoming election, SodergrenBaar calls education the "bread
and butter."
He's
concerned
with
education fundingand monetary
cuts that are being made to
higher educations.
Sodergren-Baar was nearly
unable to come back to -school
this fall because of the raise in
housing fees.
His family is familiar with
education - his mocher is a
high-school educator.
"I'm a student, I care about

FAST FACTS
Peop e voting Via Peop e
vot ng Via absentee baflot
should postmark them by
m dn'ght on Monday and they
have to arnve before the po Is
dose on Tuesday.
The bal ots need to be back 1n
time to be calculated for the
elections on Tuesday
Although it's too late to register,
those who have registered to
vote can still inform themselves
on cand dates
• Pree net 15: Lincoln,
Stevenson or Doug as Hal s
Preo ct 6' Taylor, Thomas,
Ford ~ e~ McKinney, and
Pemberton
Preo ct 17 Carman
Un ers ty Apartments,
Un ersity Court, Greek Court
Lawson and Andre vs

students," he said. "Ir's noc jusr
my mom pulling the puppet
suings."
Sodergren-Baar pare of the
old guard, Sinner said, with a
"good common sense approach."
He hasn·c bo~ed himself into
any type of idealistic democratic
ways.
The republicans aren't as large
of a group as the democrars, bur
the small group is dedicated.
Sinner said.
We don't sit around and
hace each other, Sinner said of
the friendly rivalry between the
College Democrars and EIU
Republicans.
The cwo groups get along
better this year because of
the strong and cooperative
leadership, he said.
Both Sodergren-Baar and
Downs have contributed to the
increase in group chemistry,
Sinner said.

The Associated Press

UNI I ED NATIONS
Guatemala and Venezuela agreed
to withdraw from the race for a
seat on che U.N. Security Council
Wednesday and ~uppon Panama as a
consensus candidate, Ecuador's U.N.
ambassador said.
With the backing of the two
countries, Panama's election for
a two-year term on the Security
Council is virtually cercain
'!he
announcement
by

BOONDOCKS

Ambassador Diego Cordovez, who
hosted two meetings Wednesday
between the foreign ministers of
Guatemala and Venezuela, ends a
deadlock between the two countries
thar dragged on chrough 47 votes.
The voting has become highlr
political because the United States
is supporting Guatemala over lcftisr
Venezuela, which is led by rhe fiercely
anti-American
President
Hugo
Chavez, who referred to Prcsidenr
Bush as "the devil" in his speech last
month to the General Assembly.
With pressure mounting from

I AARON McGRUDER

oodcrest 1

NON SEQUITUR

Adomb/e /oca/c
CBl{!?bl .10 !be /JC/ 1Jo .1.; .n:.V/_y to b//JD,

I WILEY MILLER
Y& ~~'° \o ~ lF \i~
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Eledion Day
Sodergren-Baar will spend
Eleccion Day on campus as a
poll warcher.
He'll be ar the chree campus
polling places making sure
everything thing is running
smoothly.
He'll also split his rime at
rhe Coles County Democrats
Headquarters.
He'll be making phone calls
reminding people co vore and co
vote democratic.
When polls close at 8 p.m.,
Sodergren-Baar will be ac the
office on the square, watching
election rcrums.
Sinner said be won't be in
class on Tuesday.
He and the other EIU
Republicans will probably scan:
calling people after 3 p.m. to ask
if they've voted.
"Usually people are really
receptive," said Lucas Quast,
a junior elementary education
major and vice president of the
EIU Republicans.
In the old days, political
groups used to drive around
town and pick people up to take
them to the polls.
But now early voting and
absentee ballots have somewhat
taken the fun ouc of Election
Day, Sinner said.
After polls close. they
Republicans will meet and liscen
co the live feed of results with
the central committee.
After all is said and done,
once Election Day is over, both
parties will be relieved.
"I'll be so happy.'' Sinner
sai<l.

Latin American countries to
break the deadlock, Guatemalan
Foreign Minister Gere Rosenthal
and Venezuelan Foreign Minister
Nicolas Maduro met Wednesday
morning, and again for two hours
late Wednesday afternoon to discuss
withdrawing from the race and
supporting a third candidate.
Ar the end of the meeting,
Cordovez made the announcement
saying. ''The rwo candidates reached
an agreement to seep down and they
came up with Panama as a consensus
candidate."

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
42 DuBose
1 Most like a
Heyward novel
chimney sweep
on which an
9 Way up
opera was
15 Stomach
based
44 • __War"
16 Lunchtime tryst,
informally
(Shatner novel)
17 30- and
45 "The Birds"
47-Down in
screenwriter
Polish
Hunter
18 ... in Italian
47 Plants with
19 Pick up
sword-shaped
leaves
20 Activating
48 March lasting
switches
31 days?
22 "I am such an
50 Invite for
idiot!"
52 Poop
24 Actress Vima
53 Shenanigan
25 Teased
mercilessly
55 The U.K.'s home
29 Pot collection
57 Alternative to
31 Fictional pirate
Lycos
61 Searched for
35 Stars and
crosses
morays
68 ... in Chinese
37 "Oh, very
funny!"
67 ... In Portuguese
39 Pipe fitting
69 Implant deeply
40 Felt but not
10 Dope
seen
11 Dope
__
_Danish
_ _ _ _72
_Ways
_ _to_
__
41
... in
leave

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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2
'.)
4
5
DOWN
1 Principles· Abbr.
15
2 Let out slowly
3 Actress Lena
11-1-'---'-~-"---<1--,..__._

10

11

12

13

14

4 Casual wear
19
5 Got to
6 Mer filler
7 A Gospel writer
8 Many a
Facebook listee
9 It's heartrending
10 Alphabetizes,
..,,,..-+--+-+--+-e.g.
11 Ri ng-ta.led
1
· Is
an1ma
h
12 omens s oe
designer_
Angiolini
13 Overseas
refusal
66
14 •
chic!"

w

·

69
21 Unpromising
23 Intl. assn. since
1948
25 "Something to
Puzzle by Stll411 Delly end Bnice Vlnzk1
Talk About"
43
Part of the U.S. 54 Word on
62 They may need
26 slinger,
essor, 1991
usua y
campaign
overseas mail
massaging
11
season: Abbr. • 56 Treat again, as 63 Chin-up targets,
27 · · · in German
46 Publication that
a sprain
briefly
28 In the time
coined the word 57 Ptnk·slips
64
Singer Brickell
leading up to
"sitcom"
58 Coupling
30 With 47-Down, 47 See 30-Down
65 Nonfictional
the theme of
films, for short
59 Emmy49 "Ah-0000-ga!"
this puzzle
nominated
horn
68 Basic
Hatcher
32 ... m French
51 One getting into
education.
hot water
60 Coloring
famiharty
33 "Enigma
Variations"
composer
For answers, call 1-900-285-5655. $1.20 a minute; or, with a
34 "Family Ties•
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
mother
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
36 Rap·s Dr. _
Online subscnpt1ons: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
38 Manjula's
spouse on "The past puzzles, nytimes.comlcrosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nyt1mes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
Simpsons"
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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VOUEYBALL

I SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 3, EASTERN 1

Ineffective offense
leads to home loss
Unforced errors lead
LORI BENNETT I HEAD COACH
to 16th loss in past 18
"We had too many
matches, record falls to
unforced errors. We
Z-11 in conference
were giving away
points."

By Adam Tedder
Staff Reporter

Tied 24-24 in the fourth game,
Eastern found themselves in a muscwin situation.
The Panthers had dropped the
fim two games, bur bad came
surging back in the third.
Despite an ineffective offense
in the fourth game, they still had
a chance co send this match into a
deciding fifth game.
Bue the game started slipping
away and the Panthers ended up
losing 30-27 and lost 3-1 co Ohio
Valley
Conference
opponent
Southeast Missouri on Wednesday
night at Lann Arena.
Eastern head coach Lori Bennett
said an ineffective offense and errors
were why her team lost co SEMO
(13-15, 7-6 OVC).
"We had coo many unforced
errors," Bennett said. "We were
giving away points. We scored for
them and us."
The Panthers had 25 errors
compared to SEMO's 27.
The Panthers (7-17, 2-11)
scruggled with scoring.
They scarred out with a .198
hiccing percentage in the first game,
then continually improved in the
next cwo games, hitting .319 and

junior outside hitter Eliza Zweccler.
"We didn't play our game."
Zweccler had a .123 hitting
percentage with a ream-high 17 kills
and 29 digs.
Disappointed as Bennett was
with her team's performance, she
scill thought her team performed
well in certain areas.
"Eliza did a great job at digging,"
Bennett said. "She's been great
defensively lately."
Bennett went on to point out
ocher players.
"Griffin and Sopcic both did
a good job by giving us a lot of
offense," she said.
Junior middle hitter Kera Griffin
had a .357 hiccing percentage and
sophomore middle hitter Lauren
Sopcic had a .346, while both had
13 kills.
Despite the night's woes, there
are some bright spots for the
future. The younger players are
getting more experienced with all of
the close games, Bennett said.
"They're doing a great job," she
said. 'Tue time they're spending in
close games is going co help them
get more comfortable and learn how
co win. Thar's an advantage we have.
They'll learn how co handle their
.396.
In the fourth game, the Panther emotions. le will help them grow
hiccing percentage dropped ro .098. rogcthcr as a ream."
Bennett was not alone with her
The Panthers will finish the lase
stretch of their season on the road.
disappointment.
They will next cravd to play at 7
"It was a cough match for us.
We didn't come out focused," said p.m. on Friday at Tennessee Tech.

JOHN BAILEY I THE DAllY EASTtRN NEWS
Sophomore middle hitter Lauren Sopcic elevates tor a spike against Southeast Missouri Wednesday night at
Lantz Arena. The Panthers lost 3-1 in their home regular-season finale.

» Waltasti
FROM PAGE 11

The Blue Crew is a good Start
as a campus fan organization, but
it is not perfect. It needs balance.
Jusr because Anderson can use his
pull in the Srudcnc Senate to get a
few thousand dollars co take a trip
co Tennessee doesn't mean football

should be the only sporr ro benefit
from the Blue Crew.
A conference
tournament
game should be high on the list of
events the Blue C rew should try ro
support.
The men's soccer team won a
tough, thrilling game, 3-1, with
little more than a few family
members cheering chem on. Even
though the game was on the road, a

trip to Peoria is much shorter than
a trip ro Tennessee and would not
take $4,000 to finance.
But the men's soccer team is used
to a small fan turnout. The small
scccions of bleachers at Lakeside
arc never filled for home games, so
maybe ir's presumpruous to expect
fans to make the trip two hours
north when they can't seem to walk
a couple blocks co watch a home

game. All in all, the Blue Crew is
a great organization, but it needs
improvement.
They are doing a great job trying
to recruit new members, although
the majority of people signing up
were probably in it for the free Tshirt. AJ. Martin does a good job
sending out messages to the Blue
Crew faithful through irs Facebook
group and athletes always agree that

$3.~

9am-~ pm
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union

Need your resume critiqued?
Stop by for Resume Blitz Today!
3-6 p.m., 1301 HSC

and they are appreciative of the
Blue Crew.
However, when ~o much money
is spent on a long trip ro a football
game and nothing is done to
support a much closer toumaoicnc
game, it is not fair to all the athletes
working just as hard co bring home
a championship co Eastern and itS
srudcnt body.

double cheeseburger

• nRAFr '~~Y!

lfucauaa Jab Fair

Wednesdav, November 8, 2006

fan support helps them on the field

$1.25 16 oz.
,

$5 PITCHERS ~.Jrwr

Lite, MGD, Leinies Berry Weiss,
Honey Weiss, Sunset Wheat

DLD£1D<VIV£ hTAIVAG£hT£1VI

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
4LOCATIONS
Close to campus

345-6533

u•
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TOP CAT I ERIN O'GRADY

Out-kickin·g the competition
By Brandy Provaznik
Staff Reporter

It was the firsc 400 mecers of che
sectional meec in Erin O'Grady's
senior year at Prospect High School.
She was determined to make it to
the scare finals.
Her junior year she missed
making ic by only one second.
She kept celling herself she could
do it. This was her year.
Shortly after the race began, a
girl behind O'Grady stepped on the
back of her spike, causing it co slide
off. O'Grady cook one seep co cry
and pound it back into place bur ic
didn't work.
So she kicked it off complecdy.
"The adrenaline was going. I
knew I had nothing co lose. I just
wanted co race the best I could,"
O'Grady said. "I ended up missing
(scace) by five girls buc I ran che
whole three miles basically with
one shoe. le was cold and icky, my
foot hurc reatly bad afterwards but
I proved co myself char I could be
mentally scrong no matter what."
Her mental roughness helped her
overcome rwo stress fraccures and a
broken bone early on in her high
school career her mother, Margaret
Macces, said.
"To be chac close co making it co
Scace, even without her shoe, just
shows how strong she is and char
she doesn't give up," said Criscen
Conrad, assistant girls cross councry
coach at Prospect High School.
Last Saturday ac the Ohio
Valley Conference Cross Country
Championships, O'Grady proved
once again, how cough she actually
was.

O'Grady was named the OVC's
freshman female athlete of the year
after finishing in 13th place with a
time of 19 minutes, 22 seconds.
O'Grady said she could feel
herself getting tired at about the
rwo mile mark in the race. But
she knew chac if she could just get
past the bunker hills ic would be all
downhill from there.
"I got up the bunker hills and
there were cwo Eastern Kenrucky
girls in &one of me," O'Grady said.
"They were calking co each other
and pumping each ocher up and I
just cold myself char I was stronger
and faster and I passed chem. Then
I realized where I stood, chac I was
acrually preccy far up there and I
knew I had co kick ir in as hard as
I could until the finish. I knew chac
chose girls I jusc passed were right
behind me."
This time one second worked co
O'Grady's advantage.
One of the EKU runners chat
she our-kicked coward the end
was Darcie Dressman, a freshman
who finished one second behind
O'Grady.
Had she not kicked past chose
rwo on the bunker hills, Dressman
would be freshman of the year and
O'Grady would be one second shore
yet again.
"She made me call her," Macces
said. "She didn't even call me after
the meet co cell me whac happened.
Then when I finally got her co
answer her phone she cold me she
was eating and it would be rude co
calk on the phone."
Manes said when she finally
heard the news it didn't sink in at
fuse buc she soon realized what her
daughter actually did.

ERIC HILTMER I THE DAILY WTERN NEWS
Freshman Erin O'Grady was named the Ohio Valley Conference freshman
of the year for cross country after Saturday's championship meet at
Austin Peay where she finished in 13th place.

"I was really happy for her,"
Mattes said. "Seeing her get gypped
out of ir year after year was really
cough on me as a parenc because I
knew it was tough on her."
Two of her high school coaches,

Conrad and David Wurster, were
both Eastern alumni and helped
O'Grady decide on Eastern.
Sophomore Meghan Kennedy,
a former teammate of O'Grady's at
Prospect High, also helped with her

FOOTBAU I OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE RACE

> Stunner

Call it in the air, get a playoff spot
OVC schedule leads to
potential coin flip for
conference title
By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

Conference rivals
remaining schedules
Tennessee-Martin
Sat,. Nov, 4
at Southeast Missouri

It is becoming more likely the
Sat.. Nov, 11
Ohio Valley Conference champion
Eastern Kentucky
will be decided by heads or rails
after five weeks of league play.
Sat., Nov, 18
With the rwo undefeared teams
at
Murray State
in the OVC (Tennessee Scace and
Tennessee-Marrin) noc scheduled
co play each ocher chis season, the
Tennessee State
automatic bid to the 2006 Division
1-M Playoffs could come down co
Sat.. Nov, 4
a coin flip.
at
Eastern
Illinois
"Personally, I really wish we were
playing UT Marrin this year," said
Sat,. Nov, 11
Tennessee Scace head coach James
Southeast
Missouri
Webscer. "That (system) goes way
beyond me."
Sat,, Nov, 18
The controversy has been an
at Eastern Kentucky
issue in the seasons the NCAA has
allowed teams co play an 11-game
schedule.
"We don't refer to it as a
colleges.
problem," OVC commissioner Jon
"le was pare of the agreemenc
Steinbrecher said. "It is what it is when TSU came into the league
which is a agreement that was voted and we allowed them to do that
on.
because ir was such a benefit to do
Tennessee State adminiscrators chat," OVC associate commissioner
negotiated a deal with the OVC Ron English said.
when they entered the conference
TSU gees thousands of dollars in
in 1988 char allows the Tigers income from these matchups and
to play four "Classics" or games was an essential sticking point to
lglinst
traditionally
black · baving the school wicli the largest

..

decision.
"When I was a freshman
and sophomore in high school
(Kennedy) was faster and she was
always the callesc one on the cross
country field," O'Grady said.
"I would always just keep her
yellow, bobbing hair in sight and
that is how I knew I was in good
position."
Kennedy said she fdr like a
proud older siscer when O'Grady
was named freshman of the year
because she has seen her mature all
along.
"It is really good to see her come
from being the number one runner
In high school co being a top runner
in college," Kennedy said. "That is
a hard transition as a freshman and
she came and did it and is adapting
very well."
Conrad said char both Kennedy
and O'Grady were good leaders
and mocherly figures on the team
throughout their high school
careers.
Fellow freshman Becca Smith
and O'Grady have also developed
a strong bond being the only
freshmen on the ceam this year.
"We have stuck together from
the beginning," Smith said. "We
have become pretty close and it is
good to know chat she is going to
be there with me the next four
years."
Eascern head coach Geoff
Masanec said he has been impressed
with O'Grady this year.
"AJl these schools are out
recruiting hard every year, and Erin,
fairly unheralded in high school,
is the best one in our conference,
so char is very exciting," Masanet
said.

city agreeing to join the OVC.
records.
''I'd rather have ir chat way than
The Pacific- IO changed its policy
nor having Tennessee State be in chis year by making its schools play
the conference ar all," Jacksonville a nine-game conference schedule
Seate head coach Jack Crowe said. ensuring nobody can avoid a
"Nashville is a great media market school.
but also it's tough for us co say
"Playing a nine-game conference
chis would not be decided oh the schedule is not something we wane
fidd."
when we are trying to schedule
Mose of the conference coaches future
non-conference
games
have remained neutral co the but they say it produces a real
idea of nor having a crue round champion," Arizona director of
robin schedule mostly because media relations Tom Duddlescon
they recognize it will be that said.
Another issue chat will make this
way
once
Austin
Peay
joins
the
conference
next less of a controversy is the NCM
season.
vote onan annual 12-gameschedule.
"Essentially, it's 50-50 on which Thar will allow TSU co play its four
team would win berween Tennessee classic games in its non-conference
Stace
and
Tennessee-Marcin," slate every year.
Eastern defensive coordinator Roe
"The
12-game
proposal
Bellantoni said. "So a coin flip is eliminates
this
completely,"
about the same."
Steinbrecher said. "Thar voce will
Division I-A conferences across be around the (playoffs)."
the country with more than eight
If all three reams still
members have structured legislation mathematically eligible for the
on how to deal with cwo teams tying OVC title win out, it will be the
for a championship.
first time a team (Eastern) would
The ACC, Big 12 and SEC all have a higher winning percentage
have championship games because and not earn the championship.
they have 12 members. The Big Ten
"le just so happens the rotating
decides its automatic berch co the schedule (for TSU) chis year is
Bowl Championship Series by who Martin and since they are
hasn't received the bid the longest.
both undefeated it's an issue,"
For example, that is how said
Eastern
acting
head
Norchwescern was able to accept coach Mark H utson. "As far as I'm
that
was
the
a Rose Bowl bid in 1995 when concerned,
the Wildcats were tied with O hio schedule
before
the
season
Stat~ With Identical 8-0 Conference ·startM."

FROM PAGE 1

Eastern will play perennial
MVC powerhouse and No. 21
ranked Creighton Friday ac 5 p.m.
The Bluejays had a first round bye
as the No. 2 seed. Eastern lose 10 ro Creighton Oct. 14 at Lakeside
Field.
"(The Bluejays are) the champs,
probably the team to bear," Howarth
said. "I know we felt we played very
well against chem ar home in the
first game."
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

SPORTS
i

MONDAY
11.2.CS

scoreboard
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
MEN'S BASKETBALL

TODAY vs. Eureka College
(exhibition) I 7:30 p.m. Lantz Arena
SWIMMING

FRIDAY Panther Invitational
Lantz Natatorium

I 5p.m.

VOLLEYBALl

FRIDAY at Tennessee Tech
Cookeville, Tenn.
·

I 7 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER

FRIDAY at Missouri Valley
Conference Tournament I 5 p.m.
vs. Creighton in Peoria

I EXHIBITION OPENER

First chance to erase last season
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

lc's been 257 days since Eastern
last played a basketball game thac
counted as an official game.
Not char tonight's exhibition
game against Division ill Eureka
College ac 7:35 ar Lancz Arena is
an official game.
Ir does not count in the final
regular season standings but will
give Eascem a good chance to see
what things the team needs to
work on and improve, head coach
Mike Miller said.
It will also give chem a break
&om practices, which started on
Oct. 13, and a chance to play
someone else besides their own
teammates.
Bue it is the first chance for the
Panthers co put last year's dismal
6-21 season behind them and start

anew.
"We gor a new season co focus
on," said junior forward Bobby
Catchings. "There's nothing we
can do about (lase season). Now
we can do something about chis
season."
New is a common theme for
Miller and his team. And Miller
and the rest of the ream are anxious
to play in a game again.
"The biggest thing is we ger co
play against somebody else," Miller
said. "They're going to show us
something different. So it's going
co be a true-game situation."
The situation of a sec starring
lineup
besides
returning
srarcers Mike Robinson, Bobby
Catchings and Jake Byrne hasn't
been determined yec. Miller
said he plans on using a lot of
combinations of players in the
team's two exhibition games before

the season opener Nov. 10 against
Louisiana-Monroe.
"Ayear ago we played exhibition
games and we didn't go into it
trying to play everybody and gee
chem minuces," Miller said. "We
were crying ro play the guys char
(we were going to play). This year
we're going co play guys."
Included among the new players
are three junior college transfers
and five freshmen experiencing
their first game as a Division I
basketball player.
'Tm just real excited about
playing," said freshman guard
Romain Martin. "I've been waiting
for chis ever since I signed. A couple
guys, the juniors, were celling me
the game was faster so I got co gee
used to playing ac a faster pace."
Eureka finished 4-22 lase
season. Bue Eureka does return
its three leading scorers and two

of chose are 6-foot-7 seniors AJ
Richard and Chris Tarpley. Richard
and Tarpley are the only two
players above 6-foot-4 on Eureka's
ceam.
"My guys are just excited just
co have thac opporruniry to play at
a higher level," Eureka head coach
Jay Bruer. "It'll be a huge challenge
and huge test for us just to see how
far we've come in the fuse couple
weeks of practice."
The same can be said for Eastern
and Miller's brand-new team.
"We can't ger so excited chat we
go out there and do things chacwe
can't do co be a good ream," Miller
said. "It's an exhibition game but
it's for practice. I chink our team
needs ro play in front of people.
We need ro build a h ome-court
advantage and a big part of iliac
is having a chance to see the team
play."

WOMEN'S SOCCER

FRIDAY at Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament I 4 p.m. vs. Morehead
State in Birmingham, Ala.

MEN'S SOCCER

I EASTERN 3, MISSOURI STATE 1

JOE WALTASTI ITHE EXTRA POINT

Where was the
Blue Crew?
PEORIA - Ir has always been
baffling how few fans showed up co
support Eastern athletics.
With the creation of the Blue
Crew that problem was supposedly
fixed.
The blue-wigged group has been
present at football games and even
a small contingent came out for a
cross-councry meet earlier in the
semester.
The loyalry of Sean Anderson,
a member of the Blue Crew and
Eastern's srudenc body presidenc,
to his Blue Crew family shone
brightest last weekend when he
championed the Student Senate
ro finance roughly $3,000 in bus
fees to take a group of srudencs ro
Eastem's last football game, a game
four hours away in Martin, Tenn.
The Panthers lost the game bur
the Blue Crew showed irs love for
the football ream by applauding the
players and coaches as they ex.iced
the visitors' locker room following
the defeat.
That muse have made the players
feel proud of their school and
maybe it made the players happy
ro have chosen co play football in
a small cornfield-surrounded town
in east-central Illinois.
Butchemen'ssoccerreamdidnoc
feel the love the foocball team felc
in Tennessee during their Missouri
Valley Conference Tournament
game against Missouri Stace on
Wednesday night. The Panthers
opening round game was played
before jusc more than 40 people
on a cold night in Peoria, and not
a single Blue Crew member was
present. No blue wigs. No shirts
with the school fighc song proudly
displayed on the back.

H SEE WALTASTl
PAGE 10

Joe Waltasti is a senior history major
with a journalism minor. He can be
reached at jwal717@yahoo.com.

AMIR PREU..BERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore forward Brad Peters is congratulated by teammates after scoring his second goal in Eastern's 3-1 win against Missouri State in
Peoria. The Panthers play Creighton at 5 p.m. Friday in the Missouri Valley Conference semifinals in Peoria.

Peters stuns in Peoria
Forward's two goals
gives Eastern upset
against No. 3 seed in
first round
By Joe Waltasti
Staff Reporter

PEORIA - Whac a difference a
yea.r makes.
After losing on sudden death
penalty kicks lase season, Eastern
made sure this year's game would
be decided in regulation. Eastern,
the No. 6 seed, scruck early and
ofi:en, upsetting No. 3 seeded
Missouri State 3-1 to advance ro
the second round of the Missouri
Valley Conference tournament
and earned a Friday night marchup with Creighton.
"Bearing chem the way we bear

chem, I chink, was even sweeter. le
wasn't close," sophomore striker
Brad Peters said. "I chink we played
extremely well today."
It was a freezing cold night but
Eastern came out hot, notching
the first goal of the game in the
.fifth minute.
Sophomore midlielder Adam
Gartner lofted a throw-in five yards
away from the nee and freshman
defender Chris Pearson redirected
the ball past the keeper for his .firsc
goal of the season.
"We've been doing chat all
year," head coach Adam Howarth
said about the throw-in. "Adam
Ganner's throw in has been causing
reams lots df problems."
Pecers knocked in the second
goal for the Panthers when he
lined a shot just beyond the diving
reach of Missouri State's goalie in
che I 5th minute. Perers added to

his MVC leading goal count when
he out ran a Bear defender and
muscled his way co a loose ball and
again beat Missouri State keeper
Alex Riggs for his 11 ch goal of the
season.
"I'm really happy for him,"
Howarth said abour Peters. "He
needed that confidence little lift.
I know he talked about getting
10 goals so I gave him the No. 10
shirr. He's got 11 for the year so
he's already surpassed ic. Now, he's
jusr got to keep on going."
Peters is only the second
underclassman, fifth overall, to
record double digit goals since
Bastern joined che MVC.
When the Panthers played
Missouri Stace in che regular season
they lose 2-0 in their conference
opener on Sepr. 30.
"1hese guys came off pretty
cocky lase time, beating us 2-0,"

said senior defender and Peoria
native Phil Clemmer. "(Today) we
really brougnt it to chem."
The Panthers' defense held
strong like they have all season.
A Missouri Stare goal just before
halftime made the score 2-1 going
into the break.
Eastem's defense bent but
did nor break in the second half,
turning away multiple scoring
opportunities before they could
reach sophomore goalie Mark
Hansen.
"We were trying co make sure
we got their key players," Clemmer
said. "(Kyle Hopson) was pretty
active in the middle and of course
(Ryan Anderson) up cop. They
were pretty much the active guys
we were crying co keep tight on."

»

SEE STUNNER, PAGE 11

•
By Sean Hopkins
Staff writer
Both younger and
older generations will
come together for a
reunion celebration this
weekend that includes
a series of events in the
interest of both current
students and alumni.
The weekend
reunion, titled "Old
School Nu
Skool...Reunited at
EIU," was formed primarily to raise money
for minority affairs
scholarships as well as
to allow alumni to get
reacquainted with one
another at their former
college.
This year, Liz
Halbert, Miss Black
EIU 1999 and former
Zeta Phi Beta member,
has been honored with
Members of Delta Sigma Theta celebrate their win after the 2004 Step Show.
a scholarship in her
•
•
name. The award
memoralizes her life
and the contributions
she made to Eastern's
vious two reunions. "All hotels in
The Step Show, is one of the main
campus before her death.
Charleston, Mattoon and Effingham
events of the weekend and will take
"Having a scholarship in her
are booked for the; entire weekend/'
;place in theSports/.Recreation Centet"
honor is just one of the ways we can
said Davenport.
of Lantz Arena at 7 p.m. The alumni
honor her legacy," said Jessica
members of Eastern's black Greek letThornton, junior corporate communitered organizations will compete for a
FRIDAY
cations major and Halbert's younger
grand prize of $1000 for each winning
Tomorrow's Multi-Cultural Career
sister.
fraternity and sorority.
Fair at 1 p.m. in the University
This year's reunion is the third to
The Step Show is often the most
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
take place since the initial one occured
anticipated and intense preparation is
Union is the weekend's preliminary
in the fall of 1994.
usually done by the Greek organizaevent and will give students an opporDirector of minority affairs Mona
tions, with practice averaging about
tunity to network with recruiters for
Davenport expects the turnout numtwo hours a day, three to four times a
bers to be huge as compared to the pre- internships and permanent positions.

week for a two month
period, according to
Isaiah Collier, assistant
director of student life.
"It's fun working
with our sorors even
with all the hard work
that we put in because
we want to present a
good show for the
audience," said
Ashonda Simmons,
2003 Eastern alumna
and Delta Sigma Theta
member.
"The main purpose is to give back to
the community but it's
also fun, friendly competition for the organizations," said Shawn
Peoples, minority
teacher identification
and enrichment program coordinator.
Eastem's dance
teams Jolie and
Submitted photo Rhythm & X-tacy will
also provide additional

Reun1t1ng With the Old School }.~E~:;~;~t
show.

SATURD AY
Alumni can attend recruitment
training at 10 a.m. in the CharlestonMattoon room in the union. Though
it's not a formal training to become
active recruiters, alumni will be updated on what's on campus as a way of
additional recruitment and representation for the university in the alumni
hometowns, according to Davenport.

See REUNION, page 3

Leadership Retreat Comes to Eastern
By Eugenia Jefferson

Staff Writer
The month of November marks a
special event for Asian Americans at
F.astern.
The Midwest Asian American
Students Union, MAASU, leadership
retreat will be held at Eastern Nov. 10-

12
MAASU is a non-profit organization
that was founded in 1989. Two conferences are usually held each year: leadership retreat and a spring conference. As
of now, MAASU has 30 Midwestern
Universities as members. Eastern has
been a MAASU member school since

April 2003.
The theme for the conference is

"Excuse me, w ho are you?" based upon
finding personal identities and develop-

ment in leadership. The theme started
off as one of the members of AAA was
watching a Japanese anime film and it
showed the main character asking the
question , "Excuse me, who are you?" to
herself because she was confused about
her identity. They decided to pursue
this idea and incorporated it as the
MAASU conference theme.
Usually the conferences are held at
big universities, but the Asian American
Association (AAA} decided to take a
risk a put forth a bid. AAA presented it
to the MAASU Executive Coordinating
Committee during last year's spring
conference at Ohio State University.
Kenny Bae, senior triple physics
major said, "We're the underdogs, we' re
one percent Asian. It would be really
beneficial to Eastern too."
"The
Executive
Coordinating

Committee was confident in AAXs
motivation and leadership, so we
received lhe okay," said Jesse Wu, senior marketing major, and co-chair of the
MAASU planning committee.
Bae was happy that Eastern was chosen to host the MAASU conference.
"We're accomplishing our dreams. It's
one of the best highlights and accomplishments I've ever known in my
entire four years here at Eastern."
Meiko Fujiura, president of AsianAmerican Association was surprised
that Eastern received the bid.
"It was an amazing feeling. I didn't
think we h ad much of a chance," said
Fujiura.
The 3-day retreat kicks off with cosmic bowling and pizza on Nov. 10
Some of the highlighted events
include the formal banquet, bowling

night, workshops and a modem dance
performance by Peggy Choy. In addition, MAASU chair Annie Guo and Wu
have an introduction speech for the
banquet.
Fujiura's father, professor Glenn T.
Fujiura, who teaches at the University
of Illinois in Chicago, will give a speech
on public speaking to help those with
the fear conquer their phobia
Fujiura has spoken at international
conventions from a university in France
as well as congressional hearings.
Fujiura hopes that the wide range of
topics at the conference will benefit
everyone that attends and im p rove
leadership skills throughout the board.
"We encourage everyone to register
and attend MAASU," said Wu. "All the
workshops will benefit anyone that
attends."
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Opinion Piece

The day that most people
spen d with their families, gathering around the dinner table to
feast and thank the Lord for all
He has done, is approaching;
Thanksgiving,
a
holiday
declared as the official day to
give thanks.
Many, just as well as myself,
look forward to this day, but I
have tried to make it apart of
my daily habit to thank God
every day that I wake up.
Too often we take for granted
the simple things in life. Being
able to walk, having all of my
senses, being able to take care of
my daily responsibilities, having food in my home and a
place to sleep is indeed a blessing. To have friends and a family that cares about me is a blessing as well because there are
some who don't have anyone to
call a Friend! No matter how
bad or frustrating my day
seems to be going, I thank God
for letting me see that day.
After almost losing my best
friend over the summer, who
was in a terrible motorcycle
accident with her boyfriend
who unfortunately was killed, I
had to sit back and analyze my
life and those in it.
I don't think we, as young
people understand the true
value of life and just how fast it
can be taken or how things
could be much worst than what
they're made out to be. But the
tragedy of life is not that it ends
so soon, but that we wait so
long to begin it!
Life is not guaranteed today
or tomorrow and I don't know
God's plan for me, but all I can
do is live life to the fullest and
"laugh as much as I breathe and
love as long as I live!"
So the next time you hear
someone constantly complaining about how bad they've got
it or how depressed they are, or
how they wish they had this
and it seems like nothing is
evei;y enough, just tell them to
"live life as if you were to die
tomorrow and learn as if you
were to live forever." -Gandhi

A little more thought please
Just last week Oprah did a show the amount of H1V positive gay black
on H1V and AIDs. One that is far men ever discussed in the black comoverdue, for so many people seem to munity, in fact it was only when
have forgotten that AIDs and H1V is black women, and by extension hetstill very much with us.
erosexuals, began to get infected that
Oprah did all the expected things, conversations about H1V and AIDs
she alerted people to the fastest really took off in the black communigrowing population of H1V and AIDs ty in the last 5 or 6 year.
persons-women, specifically AfricanFurthermore, since the DL man is
American women, she flashed the constantly playing the role of villain
statistic that proves the fact that it is never really seriously discussed
African-Americans in general make the different circu mstances that
up an alarmingly large portion of the merge to create the DL person a or
H1V and AIDs community, and she lifestyle-i.e. it is not discussed that,
brought up the topic of,the "down- when addressing the issue from the
low" man- this is where things got a tinted lens of race and black society,
little sketchy for me.
the Black community creates DL peoYou see, for those of you who do ple.
not know, a down-low man is a man
DL behavior is merely one of
who says he is straight and in reality many symptoms of Black homophohas sexual relations with both men bia, but this is something the black
and women.
community does not rush to claim or
Now the problem with this term is address. It is easier to cast the DL
that first and foremost, in its coinage person and the gay person as the viland in its usage the behavior has lain.
been relegated to the black commuNow please, do not misundernity exclusively.
stand me, I am in no way saying that
I hate to
tell you,
but a DL person-or any person for that
closeted/ confused/ in denial men are matter- who knowingly infects a
not the exclusive property of black person, please note I do say person
society-this is something that both and not just a woman, should not be
black and non-black people need to held responsible and is not a reprerecognize.
hensible person, for what that is a
Secondly, and most importantly, crime and tantamount to murder.
the conversation around the DL man
Yet, I am stating that we must look
and lifestyle needs to change.
at the complexities of the issue and
People only discuss the DL man in not allow the dialogue surrounding
relation to H1V and AIDs and its DL people remain as simplistic as it
transfer to black women. Rarely is has been.

:woe;

The Golden Rule
Opinion Piece
Willie Griggs

Maurice Tracy

Laugh as
much as you
breathe

Bl':H 28.

Have you ever considered the significance
of The Golden Rule?
Many of us have heard of the term, but
probably have never pondered its relevancy.
Most people would agree that it means to treat
others like you want to be treated.
Others may feel that it has a completely different meaning. Sometimes I have found
myself wondering why it has such a namesake. Could it be that this is the ultimate ethical principle of humankind?
Or could it be that some of us require reciprocity whenever we do a good deed?
Either way, I'm sure that we have all felt like
if we dished out good things, we would get the
same things in return.
In both the downtown and urban areas of
Chicago, it is commonplace to find panhandlers.
These panhandlers come from all walks of
life, ethic origins, and backgrounds.
Some of them spend their days searching
for food and sustenance, while others beg for
money to benefit their monstrous habits.
Can I rightfully talk down on these individ. uals, aren't they human beings too?
The answer is no. I'm certain that no one
sets out to be a failure when they' re young.
However, it is the hardships and the circumstances in a person's life that can bring them to
such a point. Therefore, I do not ridicule nor
make light of the people who have become less
fortunate than I am.
I can recall a scene from a movie based on
the lives of the Jackson 5. In the scene, a preadolescent Michael Jackson sang, "Reach Out
and Touch, Somebody's Hand" with fellow
Motown star, Diana Ross. What struck me the
most is a poignant lyric within the bridge that
says: "If you see a person on the street.. ....
Remember his shoes can fit your feet. ..." Just
the bridge within the song speaks volumes
about human nature. In other words, life is not
promised.
Just like you ·can be a millionaire on
Monday, you can go bankrupt and be broke
again on Tuesday.
Basically, anyone's shoes can fit your feet
whether the situation is good or bad. That is
why it's bad to kick someone who is already
down.
What the Golden Rule is to me is a constant
reminder of the uncertainty of life. That is why
I try the best I can to treat everyone fairly and
kindly. At times, I may make jokes or reference some individuals, but it is only with careful consideration of the consequences.
Throughout my life, I have been ridiculed,
mocked because of my Cerebral Palsy. Yet somehow, I remained strong because even the Bible
says that I was wonderfully made by God. I
have never known him to make mistakes.
Without sounding too religious, I h ave
taken it upon my self to ask people to look
inside of themselves. Whenever we do or say
something hurtful to
someone, we are only setting ourselves up for the
reciprocation of the same
behavior.
We get what we give
and the shoe can definitely
be on the other foot.
My fellow collegians,
what does The Golden
Rule mean to you?
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CK STUDENT REUNION
HEDULE OF EVENTS
:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. career Fair & Netng
Jr. University Union (University Ball)

p.m. - 11:00 p.m. BSR Step Show
Arena (Spor1s/Recreatf Center)

p.m. - 1:45 a.m. Union Party
~ University Union (Grand Blllroom)
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>>REUNION
FROM PAGE 1
Tailgating will then begin at 11 a.m. immediately
prior to Saturday's football game-against Tennessee
State.
"The reunion dates are planned in conjunction
with the date Eastem's football team is scheduled to
play against an HBCU," said Collier. "It should be a
good game for everyone to see."
The Black Alumni Recognition Dinner will take
place at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the union.
Three different awards including the 2006 True Blue
Alumni Award, 2006 True Blue Young Alumni Award
and the 2006 Recruitment Award will be given to three
deserving candidates who have "displayed outstanding contributions to one or more areas of society,"
according to the minority affairs website.
There will again. be simultaneous events at 11 p.m.
with a "Nu Skool" party in the University Ballroom of
the union for recent alumni and current students and
an Old School party in the Grand Ballroom.

SUNDAY
The weekend concludes with a memorial service
for alumni who have died since the last reunion in
2004 in the 1895 Room in the union at 10:30 a.m.
Peoples has high expectations of the overall success of the reunion.
"I'm looking forward to the alumni and the experience they can share with the students," she said.
Students can purchase a package for $40 from the
union ticket office which includes admission to all
events including the parties and step show. Tickets
will be sold at the door for $20, which includes the cost
of the Old Skool-Nu School union party.
All proceeds will be donated to minority scholarship funds.
Everyone is encouraged to attend all events.

Miss Black EIU:
Continuing Its Legacy
- 1:00 p.m. campus Tour
Main (AdmisSons Office)
1:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Tailgating

nos....,.... Stadium

p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Black Alumni Hal d
Recognition Dinner
Jr. Unlver,slty Union (Grand Ballroom)

:OO p.m. -11:00 p.m. Inspirational OM/
Mellearsiil for Brunch
.1r. University Union (0'8rlestor.-MatRoom)

:00 p.m. - 1:45 a.m. Nu Slcool Party
Jr. University Union (University Ball)

:00 p.m. - 1:45 a.m Old School Party
Jr. University Union (Grand Ballroom)

:30 a.m; -1:00 p.m. ~ ~
Jr. ~ Uolali ~ RoQin)

Tracy Wayne 2004 queen
pageant is strictly for major and reigning Queen.
African American females
Tracy Wayne, senior said being apart of the pagand it is not the case," said accounting major and eant helped her to come out
Collier.
queen 2004 said "saving of her shell, express her creBy Sheree Patterson
Any female student at money, and thinking seri- ativity, and enhance her
Staff Writer
EIU with a 2.5 GPA and a ously about issues that con- ability to think quick.
Ashford added the condesire to celebrate their cul- cern you for a creative
winning
Only one woman on ture are eligible to partici- expression" are important gratulations,
something and feeling good
Eastem's campus, who pos- pate in the Pageant."
things to keep in mind.
Pageant can be a deceivAshford and Wayne about it, and a chance to
sesses the characteristics of
a queen, will be crowned ing word when describing heavily reiterated keeping put together next year proMiss Black EIU 2007.
Miss black EIU. Unlike maintaining high grades duction which she said is
"Bringing to light cultur- most pageants, contestants before and during pageant. "more stressful than being a
"A GPA of 2.5 has to be contestant" is worth it.
al awareness and instilling in Miss Black EIU aren't
She said she's learning
a sense of pride" is the pur- judged solely by their maintained by student
pose and importance of the appearance.
Categories from beginning to end," creative skills that will help
her in the future. Ashford
Miss Black EIU pageant to include African garment, said Ashford.
will be sold the night of the
Eastern's campus said where the ladies have to
"If you don't have a 2.5 plans to not only work with
event for $20.
Isaiah Collier, pageant coor- demonstrate their African you shouldn't waste your pageant this year, but also
(includes shipping and han- dinator and assistant direc- heritage with a speech and time said Ashford because hopes to act as a spokesperphysical, creative expres- you will be dismissed even son for other students.
tor of Student Life office.
dling)
The informational will
Sponsored by Black sion, where contestants if its close to the end."
held
Wednesday,
Student Union, Miss Black have to creatively speak on
Although Miss Black be
EIU will be going into its a chosen topic of interest, EIU requires a lot of time November 8 at 7 p.m. in the
and can induce stress, the Sullivan room in the Martin
36th year this February and talent, and impromptu.
Luther King Jr. Union.
will be hosting an informaHard work, dedication, rewards are well worth it.
"The chance to meet
tional for participants.
creativity, and craftsmanIsaiah Collier coordina- ship to build things are new people and form a
tor of Miss Black EIU felt important assets in the pag- bond with them is what
the biggest misconception eant, according to Ebone makes the pageant fun,"
-----------"--'-• -•-·--.--~-of..Miss Black_EIU'-1·, __".uu:--...l'J'·shford 'unior p~
re_
m
_ed
__sai
__ ._
d _Colli
_ _·e_r._ _ _ _~--"--'-"-;.;:...;;__:.....:.:....11_ _ _ _ _ ___j

:00 a.s:n. -1:00 p.m. Inspirational Brun.ch
Jr. UnMnlty Union Ballroom

STEP SHOW DVD's
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Essence of a Man
and I have a well-rounded personality."
Darryl Samuel is determined to prove that
he is more than just another face in the crowd .
Samuel is a member of th e Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity, but wants to be seen as more than
th at.
He also has a very special and sentimental
By Willie Griggs
reason
for
entering
this
year's
Staff Writer
competition-his mother, who is in the hospital for Breast Cancer.
The annual Essence of a Man contest
"I want my mother to be proud of me. In
proves to showcase diversity and pride from
my opinion, a true man cannot exist without a
true woman by his side," Samuel said.
all its contestants this year.
Held every fall semester, the event is meant
Brenton Pegues is excited about being
to showcase the ideal qualities of positive
involved and hopes the event will help him
men at EIU.
calm his fears of addressing the public.
In the contest, the men are to display a ere" This is important to me because I want to
ative talent as well as answer impromptu
prove that I can conquer stage fright," Pegues
questions.
said. "I also want to set an example that as
"I feel like this event is growing more and
long as you put God first, everything will be
more. It's not just for minority males. It erealright."
Bryan Range wants to show the entire camates a positive environment that is also multicultural," said Thomas Battle president of
pus that he has the makings of the ideal man.
He is also a strong believer in leadership and
Black Student Union.
According to Isaiah Collier, assistant direcdesires to prove that he has what it takes.
tor of student life, the event has a greater pur"To me, what makes a real man is followpose than some students may be aware of.
ing that God-given instinct that drives men to
"A portion of the money raised goes Essence of a Man contestants pose together during their photo shoot.
be men," Range said.
toward the Liz Halbert Edwards Scholarship
Submitted Photo
Alex Tolbert was last year's winner of the
for students," Collier said.
According to Wu, he wants to show that the event prestigious contest.
At the present time, scholarship funding is still is not just for minorities or African-Americans.
Tolbert believes that being involved in the event
under construction.
" I entered the contest because my intentions were benefited him in a variety of positive ways.
This year, the competition boasts five competitors. to break the mold," Wu said. "I really think my lead"Winning the contest opened a lot of doors for me.
They are as follows: Vincent Cagle, sophomore busi- ership qualities{ motivation and confidence sets
However, it isn't about winning," Tolbert said. ''It will
ness major; Jesse Wu, senior marl<eting major; Brenton apart from others,'
take dedication, in the end you will have become a
Pegues, elementary education major; Darryl Samuel,
Wu also stated that he would encourage all Eastern name, and not just another number."
sophomore business marketing major; and Bryan males to participate in the future.
Tolbert also advises future contestants not be preocRange, junior family and consumer science major.
Vincent Cagle is another individual who believes he cupied with winning the competition. Instead, he
Each contestant brings a unique persona into this possesses the qualities of the ideal man. He also feels encourages them to have fun and just let their creative
year's competition. In addition, they all have different that the event shows Eastern men in a more positive juices flow.
The annual "Essence of a Man" contest will be held
views as to what qualities the ideal man should have. light.
Jesse Wu is the first Asian American to ever partici"This contest is important because it shows a side of on Saturday, Nov. 11 in the Grand Ballroom of the
pate in the event and has very high aspirations for his me that people don't get a chance to see, Cagle said. "I MLK Union.
involvement.
am someone who shows integrity, leadership skills

Five men will compete for
prestigious title in annual
BSU sponsored event

n:e

Thinking Globally, Acting Locally
Campus group
raises global
awareness with
annual banquet

said Lanham.
Although the program has a moderate membership, the Haiti Connection is not your typical service
organization.
They have sent over 180 students to Haiti in an
actual attempt to make a difference.
Since they are a non-profit organization, funding
for this event and other events sponsored by the Haiti
Connection are often raised by miscellaneous fund

By Charles Kyle
Staff Writer

"Today 40,000 people will die from causes related to
hunger," according to rainbowworldfund.org.
The issue of world hunger has been overlooked by
many people because it is not as bad in the United
States.
One campus group is doing their part to inform
others of the devastating effects of hunger in third
world countries.
According to Roy Lanham, director of the Haiti
Connection, "The Haiti Connection is a student group
that focuses on increasing the awareness of issues that
exist in the third world countries of the world, with a
particular focus on Haiti".
"Every year, an estimated 38,000 children under the
age of five [in Haiti] die - almost one out of three
because
of
malnutrition,"
according
to
news.bbc.co.uk.
"The Haiti Connection has been on Eastem's campus since 1989 fighting for social justice, world hunger
and a foreign policy that benefits countries of need,"

.

"Every year, an estimated
38,000 children under the
age of five die... of malnutrition."
-news.bbc.co.uk
BBC News website
raising events.
One of the upcoming fund raising events is their
Hunger Banquet.
Local vendors will donate food. and all students are
encourgaged to give any support possible.
According to Susie Karahn, sophomore geology
major and Chairman of the Hunger Banquet, "The
Hunger Banquet is an interactive dinner that will
show how people.in third world cbuhtries eat.u

Participants will be given typical rations of Haitian
people but will be divided into groups.
Since 12% of the Haitian population is considered
upper-class, only 12% of participants will be given
upper-class sized rations.
Only 20% of the Haitian population is middle-class
and the rest are living in poverty, according to Karahn.
The objective is to show the differences in ration
size and give participants a better understanding of
how serious hunger in Haiti is.
With over 300 people attending the banquet last
year, Karahn expects the number of participants this
year to be extremely high.
"With a hundred participants coming two years
ago, and over 300 coming last year, I hope to have a
high turnout for the banquet," Karahn said.
The banquet we be held November 14 at the
Newman Catholic Center and will start promptly at
Spm.
U students are interested in joining the Haiti
Connection, contact Roy Lanham, the group's director.
Scheduled meetings are Tuesdays in the Newman
Catholic
Center
(located
at
500
Roosevelt Ave) at
ON THE WEB
8:30pm.
Find more information visit
Membership is free 9 u ewman
and all are welcome. serv ng 81

